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Introduction
When Gustav Mahler wrote his Sixth Symphony in 1903-4, his friend Richard Strauss’s
opera Salome had yet to be heard, as did Arnold Schoenberg’s tone poem Pelleas und Melisande,
then still his most recent and most daring work. Although Claude Debussy’s opera on Pelleas
had been performed to some success and much critical opprobrium in Paris, La mer was still in
preparation. All of these works, and their composers, were at the forefront of change in the late
19th and early 20th centuries, and although Mahler’s symphony was slow to gain a foothold in the
repertory, it was as innovative as any work of its time.
Mahler’s Sixth is widely known as the “Tragic,” and although the provenance of the
name is unknown, it dates to at least the Vienna premiere of the work. It is the only one of
Mahler’s symphonies to end in the minor mode, and for that reason the name has stuck more
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than any other, save perhaps for the Second’s “Resurrection” moniker. In this paper, I will argue
that this name, regardless of its origins, is thoroughly apt, that the work presents a tragic
(musical) narrative and that this narrative is a distinguishing characteristic of the work’s rhetoric.
Tragedy in this sense is not merely tied to the fact of the symphony’s minor-mode ending; this
ending is only a consequence of larger currents at work throughout.
To that end, I want to draw out these currents, particularly in terms of cross-movement
connections, in order to show how they function in the larger narrative. I have done this not in
the spirit of fitting the elements into a Procrustean bed of some traditional model, nor with an eye
to reducing the entire complex symphony to a single motivic cell, but in the interest of
examining how these particular elements function in this specific case to create the whole; how,
to paraphrase a well-known saying of Mahler’s, the Sixth Symphony’s world was created with
all of the means at the composer’s disposal.
By closely examining its many details within the larger context, we can prepare the
ground for the construction of a more solid argument as to the nature of the work’s symphonic
world. Only in this way can its remarkable achievement, both in its innovations and in its unique
narrative, be fully understood. Before proceeding to the analysis itself, I will set out some
background information in the next three chapters. Although the analysis that follows is divided
by topic, each chapter will build upon information presented in earlier chapters, gradually
approaching my interpretive conclusions the closer I get to the end. Like all tragedies, the ending
is not a mere reversal of a happier conclusion, but rather the result of innumerable circumstances
that led, step by step, to the bitter end.
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Chapter 1
Riddles for a Future Generation: The Sixth and its Reception
“My Sixth will be asking riddles that can be solved only
by a generation that has received and digested my first five.” 1

Mahler’s prediction proved unfortunately prophetic. After the initial performances in
Essen (1906), Berlin (1906, conducted by Oskar Fried), Munich (1906), and Vienna (1907),
Mahler did not conduct the Sixth for the remaining four years of his life. Despite six curtain calls
and a standing ovation following the premiere, La Grange asserts that the audience was
“bewildered by the length and expressionist outburst of the Finale.” 2 If the audience was
bewildered, the critics seemed to vacillate between mild interest and disgust, speaking of “the
cacophony of a polyphonic labyrinth,”3 of “an unappeased longing, a despair, and a struggle on
the part of the entire orchestra, especially in the final movement,” 4 and even calling it
“pretentious, overblown, and noisily insignificant.”5 One “utterly dismissive” critic said that “he
screams and raves at us for no apparent reason; and his 40-60 bar long themes are without form
or significance, and the structure of his movements without logic.” 6
Some critics, as with everything that seems too new, declared that there was a point
beyond which no healthy music could ever progress: “the adaptability of the ear so often quoted
in defence of all eccentricities is too indiscriminate to be used as a reliable argument. There must

1

Constantin Floros, Gustav Mahler: The Symphonies, ed. Reinhard G. Pauly, trans. Vernon Wicker (Portland, OR:
Amadeus Press, 1993), 161.
2
Henry-Louis de La Grange, Gustav Mahler Volume 3 - Vienna: Triumph and Disillusion (1904-1907) (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1999), 412.
3
Ibid, 413.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid, 415.
6
Ibid, 416.
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be some limit if we are not to get lost in barbarism,” declared one after the performance in
Berlin.7 In Vienna, where critics were, if possible, harsher than anywhere else, one said that “in
spite of all the progress in the technique of sound and colour, I sense a shameful impoverishment
of sensibility, and impotence of invention of the truly musical moment. All these things were
alive and shining for the last time in Johannes Brahms, to be remembered for ever as it were.
After him comes the circus of the moderns.” 8 Heinrich Reinhardt summed up the response of the
Vienna critics when he said that “Theatre people used to maintain that Mahler was a fine
symphonist. Knowledgeable music lovers can now prove that he is not a good symphonist.” 9
This unrelenting barrage of criticism directed at the Sixth probably “played a part in his
decision to cancel the performance scheduled for January in Amsterdam.” 10 After Mahler’s
lifetime, it was slow to enter the repertoire. Its US premiere had to wait until 1947, where New
York Times critic Olin Downes was no kinder to the symphony than his German and Austrian
predecessors had been.11 Its first recordings date to the 1950s, in part because early Mahler
conductors such as Bruno Walter and Otto Klemperer avoided the work. A proliferation of
recordings from the late 1960s reflects the first effects of Mahler’s newfound popularity, and the
work has since entered the regular performing repertoire.
In the 50-60 years between the Sixth’s premiere and the first stirrings of its revival, its
reputation had been sustained within small circles of more modernistically inclined admirers.
Arnold Schoenberg spoke of “the tautness and compactness of the Sixth, where there is no
7

Ibid, 504.
Ibid, 535.
9
Ibid, 537.
10
Ibid, 543.
11
Olin Downes, “MAHLER SYMPHONY INTRODUCED HERE; Composer’s Sixth Presented for First Time in
America at Philharmonic Concert,” The New York Times, December 12, 1947. All the same, one notes that
following several decades of musical development, even an extremely negative critic like Downes no longer saw in
Mahler a representative of musical anarchism.
8
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superfluous note, where even the most far-reaching extension is an essential part of the whole
and is fitted in organically.”12 Schoenberg, along with his students Berg and Webern, made use
of the unique symbol of the Sixth, the Finale’s hammer, in his own music (in Die glückliche
Hand, Op. 18), and Webern conducted the Sixth in a celebrated performance. Dmitri
Shostakovich became familiar with the symphony through his friend Ivan Sollertinsky, 13 and his
own Fourth Symphony, also in a tragic cast, reflects the influence of this work in particular.
American composer Roger Sessions knew the Sixth and studied it together with his students in
the period before its US premiere, 14 and his Second Symphony’s Scherzo bears resemblance to
Mahler’s in a few places.
Since the revival, a series of well-known popular tropes regarding the Sixth have arisen, a
result of the memoirs of Mahler’s wife, Alma. La Grange reports as follows: “Alma’s
Erinnerungen set the tone of the discussion, and in particular her statement concerning the
‘subject’ of the Finale, the fall of a ‘Hero’ who ‘is dealt three blows, the third of which fells him
like a tree.’ These words she claims to have been Mahler’s own. The next paragraph of Alma’s
memoirs which concerns the Sixth has attracted even more attention. She calls the Sixth a
‘prophetic’ work, because Mahler had, as in the Kindertotenlieder, ‘anticipando musiziert’
(anticipated his whole future while composing), for he too was fated by destiny to receive three
blows of which the third would kill him.”15 This is the most popular legend regarding the work,
and program notes to the present day preserve it, despite considerable evidence to the contrary. 16

12

Arnold Schoenberg, “Mahler,” in Style and Idea (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2010), 270.
Pauline Fairclough, “Mahler Reconstructed: Sollertinsky and the Soviet Symphony,” The Musical Quarterly Vol.
85, no. No. 2 (2001): 368.
14
Andrea Olmstead, Roger Sessions: A Biography (New York: Routledge, 2008), 268.
15
La Grange, Mahler, Vol. 3, 813.
16
Alma’s memoirs are notoriously unreliable, and the parts relating to the Sixth were written considerably after
Mahler’s lifetime and contain chronological discrepancies. See La Grange Vol. 3, 813–4.
13
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Theodor Adorno, one of the first authors to write a significant amount on Mahler’s work,
countered this view directly, saying that “Mahlerian novels have no heroes and honor
none….Even in the Finale of the Sixth, despite the hammer blows which, in any case, have not
been properly heard hitherto and no doubt await their electronic realization, one will look in vain
for the figure who is supposed to be smitten by fate.” 17 To Adorno, for whom the movement was
“the center of Mahler’s whole oeuvre,”18 “[t]he inspiration in the Finale of the Sixth is its formal
idea, not the individual themes composed with this idea in view. The content of the piece is
brought about by its grandiose immanence of form. The insatiably ecstatic intensification of the
feeling of living consumes itself. The liftings up are those prior to the fall into that darkness that
only entirely fills the musical space in the last bars. Through pure musical intensity what takes
place in the movement becomes one with its own negation.” 19
Seth Monahan, whose study of Mahler’s sonata-form movements, Mahler’s Symphonic
Sonatas, responds to some aspects of Adorno’s thought while modifying or rejecting others,
analyzes the outer movements of the Sixth as tonal/thematic conflicts, applying Sonata Theory as
defined by James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy in their book Elements of Sonata Theory.20 He
also presents potential extra-musical interpretations of these movements, making use of the
tropes in the popular literature, with some additions of his own. His reading of the Allegro as a
conflict between masculine and feminine themes21 is no doubt influenced by the idea of the F
major theme as representing the composer’s wife, Alma. His reading of the Finale, on the other

17

Theodor W. Adorno, Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy, trans. E. F. N. Jephcott (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1992), 126.
18
Ibid, 97.
19
Ibid, 100.
20
James A. (James Arnold) Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and
Deformations in the Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata (Oxford ; Oxford University Press, 2006).
21
Seth Monahan, Mahler’s Symphonic Sonatas, Oxford Studies in Music Theory (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2015), 130 ff.
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hand,22 as a conflict between destructive order and lyrical freedom, is explicitly a response to
Adorno. Monahan’s analyses of these movements and of the Finale in particular are among the
most detailed in the literature, and as such I will be referring to his book throughout.
Of particular interest, also, is Warren Darcey’s article on the Andante of the Sixth, which
applies a Schenkerian reduction technique to the movement in order to suggest a narrative
analysis.23 This article makes many excellent points, though my disagreements with parts of it
will be made clear as I discuss the same passages. Norman Del Mar’s guide to Mahler’s Sixth
breaks down the general motivic structure of the work quite well, 24 and La Grange’s biography
contains an extended analysis section of the Sixth, as it does for all of the other symphonies. 25
Constantin Floros provides an overview of the work and each of its movements as well. 26
Because so much of this territory has been covered elsewhere already, I will not spend any time
at the beginning of my analysis discussing the general structure of the work. While my analysis
will touch on many matters of overall structure, it assumes at least a basic level of familiarity
with the symphony.
Monahan, drawing from but modifying a framework from Byron Almén, discusses the
nature of tragedy in music as “[w]hen an order-imposing hierarchy is seen to be victorious over a
transgression….[but] our sympathies align with the transgression rather than the ruling order.” 27
Casting this in terms of sonata form, he comes up with the following formulation: “if the
recapitulation of a minor-key sonata cannot realize this breakthrough to the major (i.e., if it

22

Ibid, 217 ff.
Warren Darcy, “Rotational Form,Teleological Genesis, and Fantasy-Projection in the Slow Movement of
Mahler’s Sixth Symphony,” 19th Century Music 25, no. 1 (2001): 49–74.
24
Norman Del Mar, Mahler’s Sixth Symphony – A Study, London: Eulenberg Books, 1980.
25
La Grange, Mahler Vol. 3, 808–41.
26
Floros, Gustav Mahler : The Symphonies, 161–86.
27
Monahan, 67.
23
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closes in the tonic minor), then tragedy obtains—the implication being that the transgressive
move to the major first proposed in the exposition has been quashed or blocked by the minormode order." It strikes me that in Monahan’s reading of Mahler’s Sixth 28, there is the possibility
for both a tragic and an ironic reading, the latter being one in which hierarchy is defeated by
transgression. For all of his discussion of the orderly sonata, symbolized by G, or generic
motives, taking control over form-and-rotation-defying S (the second key area’s) themes, the
impression one receives from such a reading is that order has not been maintained, and cannot be
recovered.29 It is this characterization, and not the designation of the movement (and the
symphony) as a tragic one, with which I disagree. 30 Classically, tragic heroes are distinguished
by their flaws, which bring about their downfall. A tragedy consists not merely in the destruction
of something good or worthwhile, which could just as easily be read as ironic nihilism, but in the
way in which the alternative failed to overcome its inner problems. My reading of the Sixth,
therefore, treats the work not as a tragedy-to-triumph symphony gone wrong (which comes close
to an ironic reading in the vein of Klein), but as a true tragedy. The downfall of the Sixth’s
“hero” occurs as a result of processes set in motion from the beginning of the symphony, against
which it has no defense.

28

Despite his protestation that it is “unequivocal” that his is a tragic reading. See Monahan, 70.
For example, in his saying in a footnote that “neither the recapitulation nor the coda block ever produces a
terminal cadence in A minor. As prefigured throughout the introduction, A minor is a key that gains ascendence
through brute force, not cadential niceties.” Monahan, 249. One wonders why this should be important given that
none of the other movements ended with PACs either. In fact, as I will discuss, the Finale’s final cadence is by far
the strongest ending cadence in the work.
30
On the possibilities of ironic readings of music, see also Michael L Klein, “Ironic Narrative, Ironic Reading,”
Journal of Music Theory 53, no. 1 (2009): 95–136.
29
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Chapter 2
Mahler’s Symphonic Strategies: Finales and their Roles Outside of
the Sixth
All of Mahler’s symphonies introduce problems in their opening movements that
reemerge in their finales. These problems take a number of forms, from an emergent theme that
threatens to interrupt the discourse (as in the first movements of the First or Fourth) to a sudden
irruption of new textures or material (as in the second movement of the Fifth, which is the
sonata-allegro of that symphony) to an overriding clash of two opposing moods (as in the Third
and Ninth symphonies). In every case, the finale will respond to the earlier movement. As
Monahan says, “more than any symphonist before or since, Mahler built his multimovement
works to be grasped as integral teleological wholes.”31
Monahan’s project specifically deals with the structures of individual movements first,
and treats the “transsymphonic”32 structure, the connected narrative that spans the whole work,
as dependent on the sonata trajectories of those movements. In his view, while none of them can
be understood as “free-standing, ‘individual’ entities,”33 to discuss them only in terms of that
overarching narrative is too “reductive.” 34 I agree with Monahan on this point, but I would
contend that a reading that does not take into account the entire transsymphonic narrative is not
only unnecessarily reductive, but falsifies the meaning of the work as experienced by a listener
or analyst. We cannot hear the Finale of the Sixth as merely a response to the Allegro. 35 Before

31

Monahan, Mahler’s Symphonic Sonatas, 2.
Monahan’s term for the overarching structure of a multi-movement work, spanning separate movements with their
own individual structures. See Monahan, 82 ff.
33
Ibid, 81.
34
Ibid, 83.
35
Throughout this paper I will be using “Allegro” to refer to the first movement, “Scherzo” and “Andante” to refer
to the inner movements, and “Finale” for the fourth movement.
32
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we encounter its tragically-weighted reinterpretations of the Allegro’s material, we have already
spent time with two other reinterpretations, one of which (the scherzo) hews far more closely still
to that opening movement’s narrative, and both of which provide a necessary bridge between the
outer movements. This is to say that while this section will deal only with the outer movements
of each symphony (or, in the case of the Fifth, its main Allegro and its Finale), my treatment of
the Sixth will approach the work as a whole. This entails seeing its constituent parts as deriving
their meaning primarily from their place in the symphony and only secondarily from their formal
structure qua movements.
In the first two symphonies, Mahler’s finales replicate whole passages from the first
movement verbatim, but with a decidedly different resolution. In the First, the passage starting
from m. 298 turns the previous F major into a dark F minor (distant from the home key of D),
and a grinding ostinato in the bass takes over, speeding up as the harmony settles into a
diminished triad with an A in the treble. This gives way to a series of fanfares on the dominant of
D major, and the recapitulation proceeds in the home key (see Example 2.1). The F minor motifs
introduced here, in the climax of the development section, become the core themes of the Finale,
but the connection does not stop there. That climax is replicated in the Finale starting at m. 588,
all the way up through the fanfares heralding the return of D major (Example 2.2). At this point,
the two movements diverge, as the Finale presents its newly-ennobled major-key version of the
motif that opened the symphony, and the whole is drawn to a triumphant close.
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Example 2. 1
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Example 2. 2

In the Second, the repurposing of first movement material is slightly more disguised, but
mm. 281 ff. in the Finale (Example 2.4) replicates, with some modifications, mm. 270 ff. in the
first movement (Example 2.3). In both cases, a “Dies Irae” chorale as part of a march-based
development section is answered by the “resurrection” motif. In the first movement, the march
material is characteristic of its P theme, while in the finale the most obvious references to that
theme have been removed. As in the First Symphony’s parallel passages, both of these sections
lead to a climactic explosion, ending in the firm reestablishment of the tonic, C minor, in the first
movement (PAC just at m. 329), and a further development of the secondary materials in the
finale. The most important connection in this instance is the way in which the resurrection theme
itself is prefigured in the first movement.36

36

I will return to the Second Symphony in a later section.
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Example 2. 3
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Example 2. 4

The finales of the First and Second symphonies were written after their respective first
movements. The finales of Mahler’s next two symphonies, on the other hand, were written
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before, providing an opportunity to see how he would set up an opening to prepare the
groundwork for pre-existing musical ideas. Monahan, in his study of the gargantuan opening
movement of the Third, discusses how the tonal relationships between the main two complexes
in the movement set up the tonalities of first movement (ending in F) and finale (ending in D)
respectively, and how the movement’s many oppositions between “high” and “low” musics
prepare for the ultimate trajectory of the work, deploying “banality as a counterpole to the
closing Adagio’s rapt hymnody, making the road to transcendence also one of stylistic deironization and purification.”37
Monahan’s interpretation of the first movement runs into difficulties, though, when
attempting to account for the endings of the exposition and recapitulation. “The sonata-zones of
Rotations One and Three each end with a tumultuous rupture,” which immediately undercuts the
cadences that precede them.38 Because his reading is ultimately an optimistic one and, for the
purposes of his analysis, he views the movement as a structure unto itself, he finds it difficult to
account for the sudden wrench away from upbeat march rhetoric to a visionary, nearly
apocalyptic39 intrusion. Both move through a diminished seventh built on the flat-6 degree to a
Neapolitan chord. The first of these (mm. 362 ff.) leads to the return of the “arioso” material in D
minor,40 while the second (shown in Example 2.5) gives way to a raucous conclusion that
sweeps the movement to a close.

37

Monahan, 185.
Monahan, 210.
39
Monahan (213) cites Darcy as comparing the descending thirds to the Götterdämmerung motive in Das
Rheingold.
40
Monahan’s term. Cf. Monahan, 183.
38
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Example 2. 5

Once again, this anomaly is best accounted for in the context of the whole symphony, because
these ruptures are both answered in the Finale. At m. 174, a seeming dominant pedal in the
Neapolitan key of Eb collapses entirely into a fully diminished seventh including B b, while
gradually slower versions of a motivic fragment from the arioso material dive into the low brass.
A lack of resolution here compels yet another rupture in the hymnic fabric of the music a mere
22 measures after D major is reestablished. At m. 220, an even clearer rupture echoing the first
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movement appears, moving through the diminished seventh to the flattened fifth degree (that is,
transposing the earlier material so it starts on the Neapolitan).41 This is shown in Example 2.6.

Example 2. 6

This time, instead of the flippant ending of the first movement, Mahler extends the conflict out
until the diminished seventh is reached once more in the highest register of the violins, tremolo,
where it finally gives way to a gleaming chorale version of the movement’s main theme in
trumpets and trombones, Mahler’s daylight achieved at last. I have provided a harmonic
reduction of this resolution in Example 2.7. Black noteheads show voices that move into the
main harmony of their respective measures. As in the first two symphonies, the resplendent D
major of the ending is only achieved by overcoming the problems which the first movement had
left unresolved.

41

The D in the bass below an Ab major triad forms a 0137 set, which set class plays a crucial role in the harmony of
the Sixth Symphony. See Chapter 5.
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Example 2. 7

Monahan describes, in great detail, the way in which the first movement of the Fourth
Symphony generates the primary motivic ideas of the song Das himmlische Leben, and in fact
makes the generation of these ideas an essential part of its “telos.” 42 Some of the most obvious
links only appear in the middle of the movement’s vertiginous development section, but as he
says, “this apparent newness only makes the theme’s hidden material derivation more
compelling.”43 Wide-reaching motivic connections link the first and fourth movements, and my
Examples 2.8 and 2.9 only show one of the many such links, wherein the trumpet (downwards
stemmed in the upper staff) from the C major culmination in the development “becomes” the
pastoral primary theme in the ending song.

42
43

See Monahan, 144ff.
Monahan, 162.
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Example 2. 8

Example 2. 9

After two symphonies in which Mahler worked “backwards” to establish links to a preexisting Finale in a first movement that was written later, the Fifth Symphony seems to look
back to his earlier procedure of writing the sonata-form movement first. He did this, of course,
with an eye to creating a problem for the Finale to solve, and as in the first two symphonies, this
manifests in the form of a passage that will recur later with a different outcome. Uniquely in his
oeuvre, the primary sonata-allegro in the Fifth is the second movement, in A minor, rather than
the first movement, a funeral march in C# minor.
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Unexpectedly, this A minor movement’s recapitulation veers off into yet more distant
keys, reprising its second theme in Eb minor. Then, after an almost unbearable rise in tension
with clashing motivic fragments, the brass leads a purely diatonic chorale-like theme in D major,
accompanied by rushing scales in the strings. As with the premonition of conflict to come in the
First Symphony, though, this premonition of future triumphs cannot last and returns to the minor,
first in D, then in the home key. 44

Example 2. 10

The Finale, in that same key of D major, brings back this brass chorale, its motives now merged
with those of the finale itself and accompanied in the same way. At the moment corresponding to

44

A more detailed description of this climax could demonstrate its relationship not only to the Finale, but also to the
other movements.
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the Allegro’s collapse, however, this chorale powers through, ushering in a raucous coda of
nearly giddy excitement. Example 2.11 shows the beginning of this arrival.

Example 2. 11

As the preceding examples show, all of Mahler’s first five symphonies set up a situation
in their first (or, in the case of the Fifth, their second) movements that leads to one result in the
earlier movement and a different result in the finale. This alone would be enough for an analyst
to be on the lookout for such connections in the Sixth, but the same situation holds for the
remaining symphonies as well. In the Seventh, the connections take place on two levels. Most
obviously, the minor-mode first theme of the Allegro (Example 2.12) is reprised most of the
way through the Finale (Example 2.13), and then, at the very end, after the grand perfect
authentic cadence, in the tonic major (Example 2.14). The other level is formed alongside this
chain of events, as the descending perfect fourth that is at the head of both themes comes to be
heard as a link between the two, merging the chromatic E minor theme of the opening Allegro
conceptually with the diatonic C major fanfares of the Finale.
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Example 2. 12

Example 2. 13
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Example 2. 14

Mahler’s Eighth, in the eyes of many the black sheep of the cycle, no matter how much
the composer himself may have seen it as its crown jewel, is, to a greater extent even than the
Fourth, about the process of arriving at its telos. In this case, that telos involves, on a
philosophical level, the transformation of the hymn to the “Creator Spirit” of Part 1 into the
glorification of the “Eternal Feminine” at the end of Part 2 and, on a musical level, the gradual
assembly of the melody that provides this transcendent choral paean. For the purposes of my
brief overview, I only want to highlight a few signposts along this path, as a complete tabulation
of the links between the two parts of Mahler’s choral symphony would easily fill a substantial
book-length study. Every single phrase in the final chorale could be treated likewise, and many
intermediate stages have been skipped.
The initial stage is naturally the first material we hear following the opening E b major
chord, which material is the inspiration provided by the “creator spirit” for the entire symphonic
fabric. A reduction of the choral entrance alone is shown in Example 2.15.
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Example 2. 15

In the movement’s “development,” the Neapolitan key of E major wrenches this opening figure
into a new shape, with a continuation that is rhythmically related by distinct in contour, having a
leap to a longer-held note. I call this idea motive B in Example 2.16.

Example 2. 16

The first entry of the children’s choir, shown in Example 2.17, follows shortly thereafter,
presenting a clearly related idea that nonetheless shifts all of the intervallic relationships into a
new configuration and adds a new rhythmic/melodic motive, C, to the initial A, which has lost its
descending fourth altogether but retains the upbeat from the preceding example.

Example 2. 17

A rhythmically disconcerting polymetrical idea (the bass repeats an ostinato that is seven eighth
notes long) in a putative E minor depicts the “enemy” to be repelled. Here, in Example 2.18, the
C motive has lost all of its initial A character and is fully independent of its “parent.”
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Example 2. 18

As if to elucidate the connection between the two, the eventual re-emergence of E major brings
with it the “Accende” motives in their original form, to which a rhythmically but not
intervallically modified version of the “Veni creator” motive forms a counterpoint. This is shown
in Example 2.19.

Example 2. 19

I have now provided just enough material from Part 1 to show how every single element in the
first phrase of the final chorale is derived from the opening gesture by accretion. But first, a brief
look at the very opening measures of Part 2’s instrumental introduction in Example 2.20.

Example 2. 20
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Here the A followed by B of the “Accende” motives is modified to go from dominant to tonic
rather than tonic to dominant. The C motive, previously on scale degrees 5 and 6 in major and 1
and 2 in minor, is here presented as 5 and 6 in minor, a half step, and the intervals of B have
been stretched as well. My point is to show that Mahler presents these motives as being ductile,
able to be hammered into any number of shapes beginning or ending on any scale degree, so long
as they retain a rhythmic and/or contour relationship to earlier forms.
With that in mind, we can look at the first phrase of the “Chorus Mysticus,” the opening
of which is shown in Example 2.21.

Example 2. 21

There is no doubt that the arrival at this precise moment is the telos of the entire symphony.
Pianissimo, “like a breath” (wie ein Hauch), it enters with the C motive, now on scale degree 3,
following it with the B motive, now wrenched into a very strange shape that ends on a seeming
dominant 6/4 of the Neapolitan, Fb. Naturally, this is none other than the E major which had
played such a crucial role in the development of Part 1 (and throughout much of Part 2 as well).
These mere 11 syllables took an entire hour to find expression.
The Ninth’s transsymphonic connections are subtler, but important all the same. At the
highpoint of the Andante comodo first movement, the music climbs to an ever-higher and more
frenzied pitch (many details could not be accommodated on two staves). A quintuplet turn
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motive ending with an upwards leap (b in Example 2.22) begins to appear and is repeated
several times, a striving motive that contrasts with the chromatic trichord motive (usually MiMe-Re) that dominated the D minor portions of the exposition (a in the example).

Example 2. 22

That turn is the primary motive of the Finale. At the highpoint of that movement, before
the final return to the key of Db major, these two motives are joined once more. Notably, the
version of the b motive that leads to this moment is the one characteristic of the first movement
(using a quintuplet), not the one heard throughout the Finale (with a long note followed by four
eighth notes). On a dominant 6/4, we hear the mi-me-re chromatic trichord, sounded in those
same trumpets. The resolution of this dominant into the tonic is the final affirmation in this
movement preceding its long decay into silence.
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Example 2. 23

As these examples show, the impulse to relate the first movement of a symphony to its
finale was present from the beginning of Mahler’s symphonic oeuvre and it remained strong until
the end of his compositional career. These connections are not mere references; in every case
they reframe the first movement’s discourse, answering a problem posed by the earlier music
with a new answer. The same is true, as we shall see, of the Sixth, although the tragic nature of
this symphony leads to a very different result.

Chapter 3
Richard Strauss and Mahler as Antitheses: The Symphony and the
Symphonic Poem
Richard Strauss’s career began at more or less the same time as Mahler’s. Strauss’s rise
as a composer, however, was precipitous and he quickly became the most prominent living
Germanic composer of his day, while Mahler’s rapid ascent as a conductor did little to speed up
his slow rate of production. La Grange says Strauss “did not fully understand or admire Mahler’s
music,” while Mahler “had always recognized the richness, flamboyance, and powerful vitality
of Strauss’s music, even when he criticized its illustrative tendencies.” 45 Although Mahler came
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to greatly admire the opera Salome, and Strauss would dedicate Eine Alpensinfonie to his late
friend, the difference came down to a fundamental clash of personalities. According to La
Grange, at the banquet following the premiere of the Sixth Symphony, “Strauss commented on
the Finale and its hammerblows: ‘I don’t understand why Mahler ruins the effect by starting out
with his greatest strength and then steadily diminishing it.’ As with the Finale of the First
Symphony twelve years earlier, one of the keys to the work escaped him.” 46
Charles Youmans describes Strauss’s attitude, manifest in his first opera Guntram, as
being that “music and metaphysics do not mix.” 47 For Mahler, the musical seeker par excellence,
such an attitude, manifest in Strauss’s highly refined and specific style of musical illustration,
could only have been repulsive. If in Strauss’s Alpensinfonie one easily finds “night, a sunrise in
the mountains, the summit, cattle lowing, and so on,”48 Mahler’s music presents innumerable
challenges to any attempt to discover or contrive such a clear sequence of events. Although he
provided or left behind drafts of programs for his first four symphonies, in various levels of
detail, Mahler subsequently expressed a distaste for the idea of programmatic interpretation. By
1902 when the Third was finally premiered, Mahler considered program notes nothing more than
“an attempt to give non-musicians some point of reference or signpost to suggest the ideas, or
rather the mood, of the individual movements and their relationships to each other and to the
whole.”49 The disdain for programmatic interpretation extended to Adorno, who dismisses such
interpretations out of hand: “To try to grasp such a statement directly as something represented
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by the music would be to assign Mahler to the sphere of overt or tacit program music, which he
early resisted and which has subsequently become plainly invalid.” 50
The two composers also differed in their treatment of form. In regards to Strauss’s choice
of the appellation “symphony” for his Symphonia Domestica and Eine Alpensinfonie, Youmans
says “[b]oth works could easily have been called ‘tone poems’; obviously programmatic, they
follow a sonata-based, Lisztian double-function plan and show little in style that would require a
distinction as to genre.”51 Indeed, although such plans were attractive to Mahler’s nearcontemporary Schoenberg, at least in the first decade of the 20 th century,52 Mahler never used
such a scheme. Even the earliest version of his Symphony No. 1 was called, rather oddly, a “tone
poem in the form of a symphony,” though was a multi-movement work based on conventional
forms, however modified, rather than a single-movement tone poem in the mold of Liszt or
Strauss. As Monahan’s work makes clear, Mahler’s engagement with traditional sonata form,
construed as a dramatization of conflict between keys and their associated thematic materials,
was both profound and pervasive.
According to Klaus Pringsheim, present for the rehearsals leading to the Sixth’s first
performance, Mahler wondered at how “Strauss manages to get by with one or two rehearsals,
and it always ‘sounds right’”53 while he needed to make constant adjustments to find his ideal
orchestral sound. Strauss, for his part, called the Sixth “over-orchestrated,” nearly reducing its
composer to tears.54 As with their approaches to form, the two composers’ approaches to
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instrumentation represented opposing aesthetic aims. Although both composers used
exceptionally large orchestral forces, and both deployed them with great care and subtlety,
Strauss’s approach was at its core more traditional in the sense that it is based on musical lines.
The exceptional range of colors Strauss achieves is a result of a varied palette of instrumental
combinations applied to the chords and melodic/contrapuntal lines that make up the orchestral
fabric of his music.
Mahler’s orchestration is fundamentally different. As Schoenberg said, with
characteristic flair, “I am firmly convinced that if one asks those who praise Mahler’s
orchestration just what they mean, they will name something he would have disliked. There is
proof of this; nearly everyone who orchestrates today orchestrates well—if you read the critics.
And there is certainly a difference between this good orchestration and Mahler’s thinking for
orchestra!”55 Example 3.1 shows the first thematic statement in the Sixth with indications of
instrumentation. There are several points of ambiguity as to how a “main line” might be
constituted from the turbulent surface of the music.
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Example 3. 156

In measure 11, for example, the strings and the winds inhabit the same registral space, 57 and it is
unclear which, if either, takes precedence. Although the strings’ idea ends up appearing more
frequently in the development, it doesn’t appear in the parallel passage in the second statement
(cf. mm. 29–30). In the recapitulation, this idea is in the horns, while the strings double the
winds’ running sixteenth notes (mm. 290–1). The cumbersome nature of the labeling in my
example reflects the level of detail involved. While there is no question of the musical line’s
coherence, what Mahler presents is a line that shifts in color as it proceeds. It begins in the upper
strings, is accented by clarinets, then flutes and oboes, at which point the winds split off entirely.
Its second phrase begins (at m. 14) with oboes alone, reinforced by violin pizzicato and clarinet
accents on one single note, then doubled by first violins, arco, for a measure. After a sequential
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repetition it breaks off and the oboes disappear, replaced by clarinets and second violins, arco,
for a single measure (m. 19), before all of the winds go away and it is merely a string line again,
hurtling downwards through musical space, until the violins can no longer reach and it moves
into the violas and cellos.
I only break this line down in excruciating detail here to prove a larger point. This is not
exceptional in Mahler’s Sixth, nor is it even applied only to this one line in these measures. The
bass line and inner parts in these same measures would provoke similarly lengthy descriptions.
Such difficulties do not necessarily translate into difficulties of comprehension, and in a good
performance, balances and attention to phrasing should bring out this line as a unified statement.
My point is that in Strauss’s music, such descriptions are completely unnecessary; it is simple to
describe the brilliant instrumental effect of the opening of Don Juan, the top line of which is
shown in Example 3.2, by stating that it is a string phrase to which winds are added after the
initial (sixteenth-note) gesture. The first and second violins play the entire line from start to
finish, and there aren’t any ambiguities of the kind encountered in the Mahler example.

Example 3. 2

It does not take anything away from the dazzling effect of this passage to point out that one can
describe its instrumentation more easily. 58

The thematic statement that follows in mm. 9–16 would be even less suitable for such analysis, given that it is
scored for first and second violins alone, in octaves, throughout.
58
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Mahler’s prismatic shifts of color are far better suited to “abstract” symphonic music than
illustration, because an illustrative effect depends on its analogy with some extra-musical source,
whether in terms of sounding similar or in evoking similar processes. In non-programmatic
music, one need not fear a dilution of meaning in changing the color of a musical idea each time
it is presented; one need not even fear any loss of meaning or, to use a preferred term of
Schoenberg’s, comprehensibility in varying the colors of a single line. It was this tendency which
Adorno, one of the first commentators to write sympathetically on Mahler, called “an articulated
diversity,” that is, a refusal to assimilate individual colors into a homogenized sound. 59
What descriptions such as the one above fail to fully capture and what a reduction of any
kind cannot do full justice to is the degree to which color forms a part of the substance of this
music. Although for the majority of this paper I will be employing reductions without indications
of instrumentation in order to avoid the inevitable clutter that would arise from the sheer number
of labels needed to reflect to the complexity of the orchestration, I stress that this is not because I
think the instrumentation is not a crucial part of the musical substance. On the contrary, it is
essential. One need only look at one of the most famous gestures in the work, its “motto,” to see
the way in which Mahler connects a weakening harmony (from a major triad to its parallel minor
triad) to a weakening sonority (from trumpets to oboes). Although this gesture, shown in
Example 3.3, is also connected to the rhythm in the timpani, the two elements that comprise it
are frequently separated from each other, both taking on independent lives of their own.
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Example 3. 3

From this, it is clear that, at least in Mahler’s mind and the minds of those, such as
Schoenberg and Adorno, who admired his music, there was a strong distinction between the
symphonic style and that of the symphonic poem. The latter genre was represented most strongly
around the turn of the 20th century by the works of Richard Strauss, who was yet to write the
series of operas with which his name would eventually be inextricably connected. The analysis
that follows will deal primarily with matters of harmony and tonality, which I believe to form the
backbone of the symphonic structure, as much as or more than the kinds of motivic analysis that
many other authors have covered so thoroughly in the past. Although I will be making references
to instrumentation as necessary, I will leave the bulk of my discussion on orchestration to
Chapter 9, at which point I will have established and substantiated my general premises about the
symphony’s harmonic and tonal narrative and will be able to show how timbre connects with the
symphony’s tragedy.
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Chapter 4
From the Beginning: Displaced Resolutions and the L
Transformation
Mahler’s Sixth begins with four unharmonized low As in the cellos and basses. The entry
of the violas and second violins in the next measure provides a full chord and begins the fourmeasure phrase that comprises the remainder of the movement’s succinct introduction, but
instead of A minor, we hear F6/3. In a reversal of the musical ambiguity that had characterized
the opening of the Fifth Symphony’s Adagietto, here an implied A minor gives way to a
harmony seemingly rooted on F. Our ear, of course, intuits from the A in the bass that this is not
a stable arrival and notices the clash between the overtones of the bass and the F, which is for
this reason heard as a displacement of a normative E. This tension leads the F to continue rising
chromatically upwards, through F# to G to G# and finally to A, at which point the full tonic is
sounded on a metrical downbeat and the exposition begins.
As can be seen in Example 4.1, the first true bass motion is also to scale degree 6,
reflecting the small-scale motion of the opening at another level. This is the L (Leittonwechsel or
leading tone exchange) transformation, which indicates “triads that share two common tones and
whose roots are a major third apart.” 60 As this chapter will show, the L operation runs throughout
the foundations of Mahler’s symphony, either generating or interacting with its material at
multiple levels in every movement.
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Example 4. 161

This relationship is reemphasized by the introduction of the second theme in F major.
Following a brief chorale (the first two chords of which are A minor and F major), the tempo
winds down as the harmony comes to a standstill on a dominant of A, with an augmented fifth. A
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new theme in the strings bursts through this stasis in the key of F major. The suddenness of this
shift should surprise us, and is intended to, but looking back at the end of the chorale, we can see
in Example 4.2 that even this was prepared, and the harmonic preparation for a cadence in A
minor has functioned equally well for a cadence in F.

Example 4. 2

This maneuver makes the reversal at the end of the exposition leading to the repeat especially
appropriate, despite the sheer length of the section. I have not given a functional label to the C #m
6/3 chord, as I hear the C# as a Db suspended from the preceding Bb minor harmony rather than as
a root.
With these L relationships structuring and generating Mahler’s exposition, it shouldn’t
surprise us to find that he continues to make use of the same idea (and indeed the same two
harmonies) in the development. Although the section immediately begins to reshuffle and alter
the motives of the primary theme, harmonically it remains within the orbit of A minor for a long
time, with a tonic pedal and the “motto” rhythm preventing it from achieving the momentum to
escape. Examples 4.3 and 4.4 show the very beginning of the development and a few measures
from near the end of its A minor pedal in which a dominant harmony moves to VI instead of i,
the use of L for the root motion of a “deceptive” cadence, albeit with scale degree 1 in the bass.
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Example 4. 3

Example 4. 4

These continual resolutions to VI give this first part of the development a feeling of being in the
neighborhood of A minor without confirming it directly, and, combined with the rhythmic
ostinato of the motto and the omnipresent march rhythms, prevent it from being either fully
thematic or fully fantasia-like.
Because the expectation of a deceptive resolution is established at the very beginning of
the symphony, and because this expectation is fulfilled with such consistency, it appears to be
what Joseph Dubiel, with reference to Brahms’ First Piano Concerto, called an “abnorm,”
“definably irregular events that become criteria of prolongation or succession in violation of
larger norms of the pieces in which they occur….Their going against the grain is part of what is
motivic about them.”62 Mahler’s Sixth Symphony is always heard against the background of
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functional tonality, and authentic cadences, no matter how attenuated or delayed, still act as a
referential norm for the musical surface.
It is this implicitly functional background that makes cadence preparations meaningful,
and in the middle of the development, in the key of E b major, Mahler sets up a cadence, only to
wipe it away via a “deceptive cadence” to bVI (that is, Cb major, but here enharmonically
respelled to B major), the same root motion as before. 63 This is shown in Example 4.5.

Example 4. 5

This shift also marks a change in motivic content, as we pass from a section based on the chorale
material (with elements of both first and second themes) back to one characterized by the first
theme’s motives, albeit with elements of the chorale (compare Examples 4.4 and 4.5). Following
the recapitulation of the second theme in D major, Mahler again uses an L transformation to shift
the music into F# minor.64 By the time we reach the end of the Allegro, Mahler has presented us
with a harmonic language in which deceptive resolutions seem almost as conventional, almost as
expected as authentic ones.
In the Scherzo, which I will treat as the second movement throughout this study, Mahler
again uses F major as the secondary key to the tonic A minor, for the first trio, starting at m. 98.
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Twice within this trio, F major gives way to Db followed by D minor (PL followed by SLIDE65),
again emphasizing the bVI relationship on both the level of tonal regions and on chord-to-chord
connections. Example 4.6 shows this motion in the first trio. If the Allegro’s L connections
thwart or redirect cadences, the ones in this trio seem much more to push the music forward, in
connection with music whose character sounds the most parodic note in the entire work. We
even enter the trio via an unharmonized C, and exit via an unharmonized A, highlighting the
common tones shared between the two tonics. Tripping over itself through constant rhythmic
ambiguities, the trio’s off-kilter Ländler strikes an ironic pose of frivolity, undercut by its
complex treatment and by its placement within the rather heavy scherzo version of the allegro
material which makes up the rest of the movement. This impression is only heightened by the
return of the trio’s motives in the movement’s coda, after the scherzo has broken through into a
shattering vision of the Finale to come. In this coda, the trio has lost even its ironic vigor and
protests feebly against the major to minor motive that now controls all.
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SLIDE, sometimes S, retains the inner note of a triad while shifting the outer fifth.
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Example 4. 6

For the Andante, Mahler again places the keys of the two themes in an L relationship,
here contrasting Eb major with G minor. As in the Scherzo, Mahler shows the common tone
relationship between these tonalities, extending the G and B b from the previous tonic harmony
into the new theme’s accompaniment. Unusually, both theme and accompaniment avoid the
leading tone F# (except for one appearance at the end, after which the music immediately jumps
back into Eb major), lending the theme a modal flavor that it will retain through its last
appearance. Scored entirely for woodwinds and led by the English horn, Mahler’s muted scoring
provides a sharp contrast with the lyrical strings that led the movement’s opening and with the
horn solo that follows.
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Example 4. 7

These brief snapshots of the inner movements show how L-related tonalities continue to guide
Mahler’s choice of material, and how he emphasizes these connections through common tones.
In the Finale, the L resolution is expanded to a formal principle.
Although the key of F major does not play a significant role in the Finale, the deceptive
cadence implied by an L relationship is dragooned into the service of the Sixth’s most violent
moments. The two hammerblows in the center of the movement’s development both arrive with
thwarted cadences in the key of D major or minor.66 Each redirects the music away from its
trajectory, harmonically, motivically, and timbrally, and ushers in violent, brash music based on
what Monahan refers to as the TR material from the exposition.
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In Mahler lore these strikes (the third in the original published version comes near the end, and is different from
the other two) are seen as attacks on the programmatic “hero” of the work. My analysis will not be dealing with
programmatic overlays, but, like that of Seth Monahan, could be seen as a step towards refining or generating one.
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Example 4. 8

Although composers before Mahler had made deceptive cadences and the delayed attainment of
resolution into a recurring motivic idea, none, perhaps, had done so with such vehemence. With
the non-metallic thud of the hammer, the clearly functional cadential preparation that preceded
has been replaced with tonally unclear material. Are we supposed to hear these chords in G
minor? In Bb major? I have labeled them as if the previous tonic of D still applied, but it is not
clear that we retain this sense for very long.
At the second hammerblow, which follows a lengthy development traversing several key
areas, the cadence has already been skewed by the substitution of augmented fifths for perfect
fifths in triads or seventh chords. Here as elsewhere in the Finale, Mahler creates an augmented
fifth over the dominant (spelled as a minor sixth) through the movement’s primary motive, re–
me–do, but this cadence, too, is violently shoved aside. Even the bass motion of 5–1 which the
previous hammerblow had accompanied is replaced here with the more characteristically
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deceptive 5-6. The brass chorale sounds as before, but the march-like accompaniment has been
replaced by rushing sixteenth-note string figures, perhaps reflecting a move away from the
primary theme material to a different part of the exposition, the close of the TR theme, which
will be examined in greater detail in the next chapter.

Example 4. 9

Two more deceptive cadences, near the end of the symphony, attract our attention with
the sheer force they exert. At the end of the recapitulation, the music shifts into A major, the
tonic major, weaving an intricate contrapuntal web of motives from the introduction and the horn
call theme/Abgesang. Twice the music approaches a cadence, first in A minor, then in A major,
and both times the cadence is rebuffed, with increasing shrillness and intensity.
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Example 4. 10

Example 4. 11

The second of these is capped by a shrieking C8 in the piccolo (not shown in my reduction for
reasons of space), as if the music itself protests against resolution. Mahler’s “Tragic” Symphony,
then, presents a narrative in which deferred and derailed cadences play a vital role. The L
transformation, representing (among other things) the conventional deceptive cadence in minor
keys, naturally appears the most frequently, and also structures the tonal relationships between
the themes of at least three of the movements. Future chapters will engage the question of other
kinds of deferred resolutions in detail, as well as the question of other tonal relationships in this
music.
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Chapter 5
A “Demonic Haydn”: Petrushka Chords and 0137 Sets in Mahler’s
Sixth Symphony
In one of his articles, [Julius] Korngold dubbed the Sixth the “Hammerblow Symphony” and the
appellation “pleased Mahler, who was amused at the idea of being a demonic Haydn.” 67
In reference to Haydn’s “Paukenschlag” Symphony (known in English as the “Drumroll”
Symphony), Korngold here dubs Mahler’s Sixth the “Hammerschlag” Symphony. This nickname
may not have edged out “Tragic” in either the popular or scholarly discussion of Mahler’s Sixth,
but the hammer blows that inspired it have played a central role in the discourse. Even though
the instrument in question was not used at the premiere, according to contemporary reports, it
has been used as a symbol of the work, and other composers who employed a “hammer” inspired
by the symphony, such as Berg and Webern, have done so in explicit reference to it. The
following section, however, will take on the very different implications of a “demonic”
classicism by examining the ways in which Mahler employs tritone relationships, those of the
putative “diabolus in musica” as an enrichment and extension of traditional harmonic syntax.
Closure of the first theme group in a classical symphony is routinely signaled with a half
cadence, intimating a resolution to come while also leading smoothly into the tonal area of the
dominant key. In the first movement of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony, the first theme group closes
out with an outwards expansion of register, straining at the limits of the instrumentation (the
piccolos will be held in reserve until the vast movement’s coda). With a huge upward sweep of
an Eb major arpeggio in the violins (preceded by a neighboring D) followed by a B b major
arpeggio in the winds (preceded by a neighboring C #), the upper voices rise to a piercing Bb6,
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while the basses and contrabassoons fall to a rumbling E1. Horns, trombones, and trumpets fill
the vast expanse between these outer extremes with a diminished triad, G #–D–F, that forms the
upper part of a dominant ninth. In the pages that follow, the upper parts descend through the
notes of a Bb German 6th chord (Bb–F–D–G#), each oscillating with its neighbor from an A major
chord (A–E–C#–A). This is shown in Example 5.1. Rhythmic placement and melodic emphasis
favor the former group, with the exception that A, not G#, falls on strong beats at the beginning
of the third bar of each of the two three-measure descents. The emphasis on G # in the middle
register in the horns and cellos, though, makes the G# a more likely candidate for any harmonic
reduction, as does the bass pedal on E. The rhetorical placement of this passage, as well, makes it
likely to be heard as a substitute for the classical half cadence. We have not yet left the tonality
of A, an impression which is confirmed by the transitional chorale that follows, but the
dissonance of the harmony, the sheer distance in register, and the static repetition of a single
harmonic sonority reinforce a sense of culmination at this moment, the tension of the preceding
theme compressed into a single liquidating gesture. 68
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Monahan labels this “quasi-HC?” in his chart of the exposition (Monahan, 103). I don’t think it’s too far-fetched
to hear the timpani As that follow as a resolution of this extended dominant complex, and I disagree that this is an
exposition “without a single authentic-cadential divider” (Monahan, 101). Even if one disagrees with the
characterization above, the clear V–I cadence at m. 24-5 that marks the end of the first large phrase is as clear a
divider as one could imagine. The TR and S themes, however, do avoid authentic cadences assiduously, in order to
increase the effectiveness of the EEC at m. 115, but this is neither unusual for Mahler nor, really, for anyone else.
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Example 5. 1

Taken as a whole, the harmonic complex comprises two major triads separated by a
tritone, E and Bb, forming the so-called “Petrushka Chord” set (6-30) famous from its use as a
recurring motive in Stravinsky’s ballet score. 69 Although this set is present in the octatonic
collection, the Mahler passage does not have a purely octatonic basis, and it seems to derive from
the three registral strata detailed above (the addition of the C # and G natural from the upwards
sweeps in violins and winds preceding the introduction of the low E would complete a full
collection, though). Although in the moment, Mahler treats this sonority as a dominant of A,
leading to the first appearance of the major-to-minor “motto,” 70 its innate ambiguities as a
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Cf. Petrushka from rehearsal no. 49, in the clarinets. I have chosen the name not because Stravinsky was the first
composer to use such sets (clearly, given the subject under discussion) but because of the familiarity of the set in this
context. Mahler’s greater ties to functional tonality make it difficult to find meaningful parallels in the languages,
though.
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On the appellation “motto” for the passage in question, see Norman Del Mar, Mahler’s Sixth Symphony : A Study,
(London: Eulenburg Books, 1980), 24.
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symmetrical collection allow him to draw several other consequences, some less immediately
apparent than others.
Most obviously, one can compare this first explosion to the parallel passage in the
recapitulation (Example 5.2). In the measures immediately preceding the “cadential” material
(mm. 322 ff.), the music has been transposed up a fifth, so instead of a D minor 6/4 iteration of
the primary motive preceding the “Petrushka chord” sonority, Mahler employs an A minor 6/4,
equally effective as a pre-dominant chord and quite characteristic of traditional sonata form. In
place of the Bb 6/3, the winds and strings sweep upwards through a B b major arpeggio (preceded
by an A natural) to F 6/3, a fourth lower. The bassline descends to E1 as before, and successive
upwards sweeps include C# as a neighbor to D. The three-bar phrases have been shortened to two
measures each, and the rhetorical pause that previously preceded the “motto” theme has been
removed, subtly increasing the level of tension through a heightened compression of the
material. In the exposition, this moment functioned as a climax. Here it is merely one waypoint
in a restless search for cadential closure that will only be satisfied at the very end of the
recapitulation (and undermined immediately afterwards). Additionally, the bass underlying that
motto major-to-minor progression remains on the dominant degree, undermining the sense of
cadential arrival that seemed to accompany its initial appearance.
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Example 5. 2

Full presentations of the “Petrushka chord” set do not occur (or at least not prominently)
in the inner movements, but the finale more than compensates for this “deficit” with three
examples. Although the third is in the recapitulation, the parallel passage in the exposition does
not use it, though it might hint at the collection more subtly. The remaining two can be found in
the part of the development (in the passage mm. 385 ff.) that is based on the same material, so it
is worthwhile to look at the “original” version for later derivations. The lengthy theme group
based on the chorale material (Monahan’s TR zone)7172 closes on a Bb major chord (m. 176), and
is followed by a codetta leading to the modulation to D major at m. 191 and the S theme
material. A series of half-step neighbor chords climbs to an F dominant 4/2, resolves as a
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Monahan, Mahler’s Symphonic Sonatas, 224.
Monahan draws upon terminology and concepts from James A. Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata
Theory : Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata (Oxford ; Oxford University Press,
2006). In Sonata Theory, the TR zone is the transition between the primary key area and the secondary key area.
72
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German diminished-third chord to A minor, and finally becomes A major, the transitional
dominant for the modulation to D. In the middle of this rapid series of events, the entire section
of eight horns repeat the A minor triad in a galloping rhythm as the bassline (low winds, tuba,
and strings aside from violins) arpeggiates the A minor triad upwards. The upper winds (flutes
and D clarinet, later joined by oboes) and violins repeat a rapidly descending figure in sixteenth
notes, G–F–E–D# (Example 5.3). This continues for one measure after the arrival on A major
(reinforcing the sense of dominant harmony). The end points of this figure, G and D #, would, if
added to the A major triad, create a nearly-complete Petrushka chord sonority. Only B b is
missing.

Example 5. 3

In the middle of the movement’s expansive development section, this material appears in
an especially grotesque form (mm. 385 ff.), with its galloping rhythms beginning on a D b
dominant seventh chord, splitting a major sixth in both directions simultaneously into dominant
chords on E (trombones) and Bb (clarinets and oboes), forming the Petrushka chord complex.
The relentless galloping rhythm continues for the next several measures, destabilizing the sense
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of meter through harmonic shifts on weak beats, and creating another nearly-complete set as the
note C# is added to the bass of a repeated G9 chord (C #–G–B–D–F–A, one semitone displaced
from C#–G–B–D–F–G#). This is followed by another full set combining dominant sevenths on A
(trombones) and Eb (trumpets), with both chordal layers of the earlier complex moving to their
own dominants.

Example 5. 4

In the music that follows, these full “Petrushka chord” sets meld into “dominant flat-5”
sonorities, the penultimate of which (A–C#–Eb–G) resolves as a French sixth to G and the last of
which (Db–G–B–F) resolves its augmented sixth onto the new tonic of C 73 (at m. 395) in a
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The special role Mahler gives to augmented sixths, both dominant- and tonic-facing, will be examined in the next
chapter.
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passage which, by virtue both of its extreme dissonance combined with rapid shifts of rhythm,
register, and tone color, foreshadows to the expressionist music of the decade to come.
The final presentation of this set appears in the part of the recapitulation that corresponds
to the material of the two sections described above, mm. 704 ff.. The B b major chord closing out
the leaping theme material arrives as before, and the melodic material that follows for the next
several measures remains unchanged. Alterations in the chords underneath, however, lead to a
diminished seventh chord on F# which, when the C moves to C# as before (a kind of reversal of
the major-minor motto, previously changing an A minor seventh chord into an A dominant
seventh, turning it into an active dominant of D), the harmony shifts to another diminished
seventh (Example 5.5). The scurrying sixteenth-note figures in the upper strings and winds
continue as the brass intone chorale-derived material reminiscent of the music that followed the
hammerblows in the development. After 12 measures of excruciating tension prolonging this
material through a combination of the octave leap and A theme head motives, the galloping
rhythm finally arrives at m. 720 with the earlier diminished seventh on F # in the horns colliding
with D in the bass as the violins return to the scurrying figures outlining C and G # (= Ab). A
dominant chord on D in the trombones splits, as in the development, by a minor third in two
directions, forming dominant sevenths on B (held in the trombones) and on F (to the galloping
rhythm in the trumpets, held an octave lower in the horns) (Example 5.6). A trilled pedal on E
brings the music into A major, falling in arpeggios of sixteenth and eighth notes brightened by
F#, the major sixth, and bringing the section to a belated close. The resolution in the lower voices
to a dominant 6/4 of A minor and the following pedal on E elucidate the function of these
sonorities as the pre-dominant counterpart to the dominant arrivals shown in Example 5.1 and
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Example 5.2. Just as those harmonies in the first movement combined a V with a Neapolitan,
this one combines a V/V with a German sixth. 74

Example 5. 5

Example 5. 6

74

On augmented sixth chords, see the next chapter.
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As the examples above show, the superimposition of two major triads or dominant
seventh chords a tritone apart played an important role in Mahler’s harmonic thinking for the
Sixth Symphony, appearing at especially tense moments that act as a culmination of the
momentum accumulated in the material that precedes them as well as a preparation for the new
or contrasting material which follows. A similar purpose is fulfilled by the nearly-complete set
that appears at the return of the finale’s introductory material at mm. 520 ff., in which the
German sixth chord of the opening of the movement (C–Eb–F#–Ab) is underpinned by the D that
serves as the resolution of the preceding development. This nearly-complete Petrushka chord set
acts perhaps as a V/V in C minor, which resolves directly into the tonic rather than the
dominant.75 (Example 5.7) The presence of this harmony may indicate that this “return” of the
introduction will not proceed as before; just as the D in the bass both confirms and nullifies the
development’s tendencies toward that tonality, so too the return of the introductory material in C
both confirms and subsequently nullifies the introduction’s leanings in that direction, which will
be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

Example 5. 7

Mahler employs a different kind of culminating gesture at the end of the first movement.
The delayed return of the second theme in the major tonic (mm. 444 ff.) is deployed in a giddy
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As also occurs in the first chords of the finale’s A theme.
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rush of imitations of both of the theme’s primary motives, layered in irregular and unpredictable
ways with an ostinato fourth (A–E) which serves to anchor the harmony 76 and the head motive of
the chorale transition, which serves to send it further afield. The climax of all of this activity,
shown in Example 5.8, is reached in a widely-spaced and long-held IV#11 chord (2 before 45)
consisting of the pitches D–F#–A–G#. Although the G# resolves down as an appoggiatura, Mahler
emphasizes this sonority (an 0137 set) through register, through its bright and brash timbral
coloring (flutes, oboes, clarinets, violins, and violas all play the G #), and through the molto rit.
marking which extends it even longer than the three beats notated on the score. All of these
factors (wide register, sonority, and extension), as well as the tritone between bass and treble,
connect it to the “Petrushka chord” segments that closed out the first theme groups of exposition
and recapitulation, and thus more broadly to the compositional “problem” of (non-dominant)
tritone relationships within harmonies. This tritone is the one diatonic to A major, which makes
it especially apt for an appearance at the very end of the movement.

Example 5. 8

The above explanation may strike a tonally-minded analyst as an ad hoc contrivance.
Functionally, the tritone within an enriched dominant complex combining two triads a tritone
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And which may also be the inversion of the placid oscillating fifths that accompanied the closing material of both
exposition and recapitulation (cf. mm. 115 ff., 365 ff.).
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apart and the tritone in a IV#11 chord are completely different. Even a dominant chord that also
contains note a tritone away from the root has a different function and, for that reason, sounds
different in a tonal context. That Mahler was in fact thinking in these terms is strongly indicated
by another connection: these exact pitch classes, revoiced, make another climactic appearance in
the work, near the end of the Andante. The last appearance of its secondary theme, in C # minor (a
tritone away from its initial appearance in G minor) is immediately followed by a dissonant
chord combining a major triad on the Neapolitan degree over a dominant pedal (3 after 100, m.
148)—the notes G#–D–F#–A, as shown in Example 5.9.77 These pitch classes here take on a
completely different aspect from their appearance at the climax of the first movement. What was
an expression of elation has been warped into a cry of despair, and the tortuous manner in which
this harmony resolves avoids any clear closure in C # minor by retaining the D until and past the
moment at which the C# has become a dominant itself. Here, then, we have what appears to be a
clear example of Mahler using a sonority as a collection of pitch classes, able to be invoked
independent of its functional character (which it retains) within its initial context. There is no
doubt that in the first instance the chord is acting as a IV, and in the second that it is acting as a V
(with a whole bII triad as unresolved appoggiatura!), but through the use of the same pitch classes
in a prolonged chord near the end of each of the movements, Mahler draws our attention to an
association that cuts across this distinction.78
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Darcy relates this harmony to the “curse” motive from Wagner’s Rheingold, but does not explain its derivation
from other music in the symphony. I find his connection to Erda’s “Götterdämmerung” motif from the same opera
less convincing. See Warren Darcy, “Rotational Form, Teleological Genesis, and Fantasy-Projection in the Slow
Movement of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony,” 19th Century Music 25, no. 1 (2001): 67,
https://doi.org/10.1525/ncm.2001.25.1.49.
78
Although the dominant 13th chord plays a prominent role in the finale, and a V13 without fifth, ninth, or eleventh
would likewise be a 0137 set, I don’t think there is any good reason to think that Mahler thought in those terms.
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Example 5. 9

Several other uses of this sonority, combining a triad with the note a tritone away from
the root, command our attention as well. In the development section of the first movement, the
chorale material from the transition acts as a neutral refrain mediating between the march
material of the A theme and the lyrical B theme. 79 In these refrains, the more stable chorale is
shadowed by an ethereal haze of sul ponticello violins, later joined by celesta. See examples 5.10
and 5.11. The penultimate chord of each combines a bare fifth on the dominant of the final chord
with a full triad on the flattened second degree, a sonority closely related to the chord from the
Andante discussed above.

Example 5. 10

79

This also facilitates a free exchange between their motifs, as will be seen later.
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Example 5. 11

The function of the chorales in this movement will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10, but for
now it suffices to note that this specific sonority is limited to their appearances in this section. 80
Here the harmonic function, controlled by the chorale, is clearly dominant, and the barelyperceived upper voices act as dissonant neighbor notes to the stable notes of the chorale. The
lack of a leading tone at each of these cadences makes the function less prominent and prevents
the appearance of a complete “Petrushka chord” sonority, but the use of the chorale trope makes
the implication clear.
Another example from the Finale shows how Mahler can move from one such sonority to
another through a mediating ostinato. In these measures from the march section of the
development, a repeated F–G–E (the dominant or Phrygian version of the Finale’s primary
motive) is contrasted with a rising line in the trombones and a mirroring line in the bass. In the
first measure a Bb7 chord in the lower voices conflicts with an E augmented triad in the upper
ones (ignoring the G and B as dissonant escape tones). Although the notes for the “Petrushka
chord” set are present in this passage, in addition to C and G, I think the accents on 1 and 2 make
a hearing of Bb–D–Ab–C–E–F as the primary harmonic sound of the measure more likely. In the
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Another example, moving from G to D, occurs shortly after the first, and is very similar aside from some
differences in instrumentation.
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following measure, the upper ostinato continues, but the trombones have moved up to D b major,
while the bass has moved down to G, creating a very clear 0137 set. The interaction between the
ostinato and the lower voices (Example 5.12) thus produces two instances of this set: B b–D–F–E
and G–Db–F–Ab, presenting the two primary “inversions” of the idea in stark juxtaposition. The
latter also represents an important voicing, with the Neapolitan triad above scale degree 5, that
will be discussed later in this chapter.

Example 5. 12

In all of these examples, the role of the tritone as a generator of tension apart from more
traditional uses such as dominant and diminished chords is clear. Although all of the music is
clearly rooted in harmonic function, Mahler exploits the nature of what Schoenberg called
“vagrant chords,” with their tendency towards reinterpretation and recontextualization, to
achieve harmonic consistency and variety. 81 Both the six-note chord consisting of two major
triads a tritone apart and its four-note subset consisting of a major triad and the note a tritone
away from the root play vital roles in the Sixth’s tragic narrative. As we shall see in the next
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Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter, 100th anniversary ed. / foreword by Walter Frisch.
(Berkeley, Calif: University of California, 2010). P. 258 Schoenberg’s description of these chords as “homeless
phenomena…spies…turncoats…agitators in every respect, but above all: most amusing fellows” resonates with
Mahler’s own self-description as “thrice homeless” (Schoenberg’s book was dedicated to Mahler’s memory).
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chapter, they also bear a familial relation to one of the most potent and pervasive harmonic
relationships in the work, the tonic-facing augmented sixth chord.

Chapter 6
Augmented Sixths in the Sixth
Immediately preceding the recapitulation of the Finale’s first theme in the tonic key at m.
642, a long-held pedal point on the dominant comes to a close with a German sixth chord that
resolves onto a stark octave. This conventional use of an augmented sixth chord, functioning as a
pre-dominant in a minor key, closes out the pedal effectively and coincides with the first theme’s
return, shown in Example 6.1. In this context, the sharp dissonance of the E–F–A–C–D #, with its
three IC1 intervals, is not nearly as shocking as the utterly bare octave that follows. I would
invite readers to try putting a conventional 6/4 chord in the place of the octave E to see for
themselves how much less strident it sounds. The pedal point leading to this moment is an
emotional and musical climax for the whole movement, combining all of its major motives, and I
will return to it later.
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Example 6. 1

An augmented sixth like this is so conventional, in fact, that it would warrant only a
passing mention if it were not for the importance which Mahler places on the interval elsewhere
in the work. Many of the examples given in the last section regarding “Petrushka” chords,
including Examples 5.1 and 5.2, could be analyzed in part through the ways in which such
chords contain both a leading tone and a flattened second degree, forming either an augmented
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sixth or its inversion, the diminished third.82 The importance of this interval to the music is
demonstrated by looking at the music immediately preceding the “cadential arrival,” shown
below.

Example 6. 2

Following a harrowing sequence of chromatically ascending 6/3 triads, a rapid descent falls to a
iv6/4 chord, reached through two German sixth chords with a Neapolitan in-between. From the
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The diminished tenth interval plays an important melodic role in the finale of Bruckner’s Third Symphony, for
which Mahler prepared a piano reduction in his student years. The resolution of this interval into scale degree 5
leads to the triumphant D major coda of the work.
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beginning of the symphony, Mahler uses the German sixth chord moving to a variety of scale
degrees, and freely transfers the resolution to a higher or lower octave. Such examples can be
found throughout the symphony in an incidental fashion, and Example 6.2 is important primarily
in light of its being the first instance.
Example 5.7, though, connects the most closely to the idea of an augmented sixth as
dominant substitute, as the German sixth which forms the upper voices of the sonority is a signal
of the finale’s introductory material wherever it appears. The first intimation of this is at the
climax of the scherzo, wherein a functionally indeterminate oscillation between chords on the
tonic (augmented or minor) and on the Neapolitan (augmented or major), gives way to a crushing
tonic-facing German sixth chord:

Example 6. 3

The sonority in Example 6.3, spelled as a dominant seventh chord on the flattened second
degree, simply collapses, falling through a chromatic scale over several octaves, into a low A.
Unlike the D# and F in Example 6.1, the Ab and Bb in this chord resolve inward, functioning as a
dominant chord rather than as a pre-dominant. Daniel Harrison says that such “dominantfunctioned” augmented sixth chords are rare but begin to appear starting with the music of
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Schubert.83 This adds further support for my identification of the Petrushka chord in Example
5.1 with the conventional half cadence on the dominant. As with the augmented sixth chord,
these polychordal sonorities are vagrant chords whose function changes to fit individual
situations and characters.

Example 6. 4

Just like the end of the scherzo, the beginning of the Andante, shown in Example 6.4, has
an augmented sixth chord that intervenes into the “normal” discourse. This harmony also
resolves in an abnormal fashion. When it enters, the prominent leading tone implies a tonicfacing resolution, but while one of the two Fbs resolves “correctly” to Eb, the other resolves to F
natural, like the deceptive resolution of a dominant chord, and the D natural in the top voice,
played by the oboe, moves down to Db.84 Both voices subsequently move inward by another
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Daniel Harrison, “Supplement to the Theory of Augmented-Sixth Chords,” Music Theory Spectrum 17, no. 2
(1995): 179–81. Such a chord can also be found at the end of Schoenberg’s Pelleas.
84
The parallel sevenths created thereby are extremely unusual, even for Mahler.
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minor second, reflecting the influence of earlier chromatic trichords. 85 The near-total
chromaticism of the oboe line, in fact, embeds three additional chromatic trichords, forming a
complete eight-note chromatic scale fragment from D to G. Functional normalcy is restored as
the errant Fb (spelled as E) is reinterpreted as the root of a Neapolitan chord and the melody ends
with a perfect cadence. Mahler could have skipped all of this and simply, if perfunctorily,
resolved the initial chord as a dominant-functioned augmented sixth, but the long chain of
chromatic descent is itself reminiscent of (or, if the scherzo follows the andante, a premonition
of) the much longer and more direct chromatic scale that followed the chord in Example 6.3.
Schoenberg analyzed this opening melody in terms of its phrase structure (an unusual 4.5+4.5
measures), but the effect of timbre should not be overlooked. After 6 measures nearly entirely
dominated by strings, the whole section drops out (partway through m. 7), heightening the sense
of an interruption in the primary theme. The fact that this interruption is not replicated in the
subsequent appearances of the material (at R89, R96) makes it stand out even more.
Darcy argues that the power of this theme lies in “its pronounced sense of musical strain
as it labors to uphold its major-mode premises, labors to avoid collapsing into minor.” 86 He also
connects the melodic turn at the cadence to the first song of the Kindertotenlieder, shown in
Example 6.5, saying that “[t]he most telling connection [with] this theme…lies not in a mere
similarity of cadence figure, but in a common attempt to mitigate grief by focusing on a familiar
pattern—a stock phrase of comfort—that is implicitly arraigned as false.” 87 The comparison to
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Particularly the F–Gb–G in the melody of mm. 3–4, which inverts the major-to-minor motive prominent in the

other movements, and the Fb–Eb–D in m. 1, which asserts from the beginning the importance of the flattened
second-leading tone relationship.
86
Darcy, “Rotational Form, Teleological Genesis, and Fantasy-Projection in the Slow Movement of Mahler’s Sixth
Symphony,” 59. Italics in original.
87
Darcy, 59.
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the song, composed two years earlier (1901) than the Andante (1903), is clear and has been
remarked upon by others. Even the minor third to major third upwards motion is carried over
from song to symphony, though the 9/4 to 8/3 suspensions at the cadence give it a much less
secure feeling of closure.

Example 6. 5: Kindertotenlieder 1. mm. 11–15

I think that in both of these instances, there is a larger context that separates the two. The
mournful mood of the song, in the key of D minor (from which it never modulates), is
established from the beginning, and after each of its brief turns to the major mode, the music
sinks back into the minor. None of its sections begin or end in the major mode. In the Sixth’s
Andante, this situation is very nearly reversed. The Eb major tonality is firmly established at the
beginning and all of the sections using the primary theme material end in the major (with the
exception of the brief “fantasy projection” in E major, which collapses without any clear
resolution). Furthermore, the minor third to major third movement, prominent throughout this
movement, is a pointed reversal of the “tragic” major to minor motion used in all of the other
movements. To ignore that the Andante is an interior movement in the middle of an extended
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symphony to which it responds in material, in tonality, and in mood, and analyze its narrative
implications independent of these, is to falsify its meaning entirely. 88
The “meditation” that follows the cadence, to borrow Darcy’s term, 89 spins out over a
tonic pedal point in which the Neapolitan degree, previously acting as a flattened second, here
moves up as a raised first degree. A brief passing augmented sixth, D b–B, emphasizes C. After a
plagal motion to tonic using a half-diminished chord on the second degree, the music continues
to spin out, oscillating between Eb major and Eb minor. Once again, to refer to this as a “decay”
to the minor mode, as Darcy does, is misleading. Surely the sectional boundary, at m. 21, comes
after the minor mode has resolved through a common tone diminished chord back to E b major, a
resolution that is reprised at the very end of the movement. Example 6.6 also highlights the
chromatic trichords in the melodic line.
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One may object that the connection with the Kindertotenlieder’s tragic first song would provide a clue to the “true
meaning” of this movement, but one must only look at the much more thorough incorporation of the second song of
the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen into the first movement of the First Symphony to see that Mahler felt free to
alter the implications of his music when borrowing from another genre. While the ebullient theme of the song is
ironically undercut by the aching coda which follows (in a different key), the symphonic movement ends in a state
of heightened, perhaps even manic, joy that only intensifies the original mood and confirms the initial tonality. In
that light, it seems that while Mahler did perhaps choose the figure as a sign of wistful nostalgia, perhaps even for
something lost, that he chooses to undercut that mood in the song and not in the symphony is undoubtedly
significant.
89
Darcy, 60.
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Example 6. 6

As mentioned above, the augmented sixth that interrupted the initial thematic material is
not reprised in subsequent iterations of the A group. The second and third “meditations” that
follow these appearances, however, make for a very useful comparison. In the second
meditation, shown in Example 6.7, the tonic pedal is only sustained for three measures. While
the move to scale degree 2 via a diminished seventh chord is retained, the leaping English horn
in the alto voice and the suspension of the flattened seventh into the next measure make even this
part differ in character from Example 6.6, and the dominant-facing German sixth chord
resolving to a tonic chord in the upper voices prepares the emotional ground for the seed of a
new motive, what Darcy calls the “spotlight” motive, which will grow into the “telos” of the
movement.90 In this meditation, the C–Cb–Bb chromatic trichord which has been harmonized
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Darcy, 60.
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throughout the movement as IV–iv–I or ii–iio–I is unexpectedly twisted into vi–III–V, with the
middle note being spelled as B natural. 91 A perfect authentic cadence follows.92

Example 6. 7

Example 6. 8

91

This connects with what Cohn calls a “double agent” complex, playing on the ambiguity of the pitch’s identity as
Cb or B natural. See Cohn, Audacious Euphony, 69. In this case, I feel the uncanniness of the progression is related
to hearing this tone as a Cb (because we have heard it so frequently as a chromatic flattening of the 6th degree) over a
bass on the 3rd degree. It doesn’t sound like a V/vi.
92
One wonders why Darcy, ibid., refers to the “secure” tonic that follows as “the definitive version” of its associated
motives, as the passage is easily as chromatic as the corresponding material in the first meditation and features the
brief turn to the minor mode, as before. Although it more clearly demarcates a sectional boundary than the first one,
which bled into the secondary theme, I find that one of the most striking features of this movement lies in the fact
that the primary thematic material is always reshaped and none of its iterations can be said to be definitive.
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The third meditation, the latter part of which is shown in Example 6.8, takes the music in
an alternative direction which also prepares the ground for the climax. The three preceding
measures (not shown) are nearly identical to the first three measures of Example 6.7, German
sixth and all, but instead of following this with the spotlight motive, as in the second meditation,
or an extended pedal point on the tonic, as in both of the preceding meditations, a dominant
pedal point begins, first with a half-diminished seventh chord, vii/V, in the upper voices moving
to a dominant seventh, then with a German sixth moving to the same dominant seventh. 93 The
half-diminished chord returns, but it is held out for a full four beats before moving to an
augmented triad with a minor seventh in the bass. The augmented sixth D b–B in this chord is
resolved as a dominant, b2–7 in C major, with a very different meaning from the earlier
resolution to C as the fifth of a ii chord in Eb. The significance of this tonality to the symphony
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Mahler’s use of the augmented sixth for emotionally heightened transitions in the
Andante reaches its apex at the final transition to the tonic key, shown in Example 6.9.94 Over a
dominant pedal in B major, the harmonic pattern from Example 6.8 returns, but slips into a
Neapolitan chord moving to a tonic that immediately becomes a German sixth in which the
chromatic trichord Cb–Bb–A (shades of the very opening) resolves to the fifth of a tonic chord in
Eb major. The opening up of registral space at this moment (my reduction omits an octave
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Darcy’s suggestion that this represents an allusion to the “Rheingold” motive from the opera of the same name
seems to me dubious, given that the harmonic and functional profiles of each are completely distinct. I also disagree
that the non-appearance of the spotlight motive makes this passage especially salient as it only appeared in one out
of the three “meditation” sections. As in fn. 24, I think that each of these sections presents part of the preparation for
the climax, and to make hermeneutic claims on the basis of the lack of one element in one of them is unwarranted.
Darcy, 66.
94
The tonal relationships themselves will be discussed in the next chapter.
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doubling in the bass) complements the elation at reaching the tonic key after prolonged struggle,
an elation in which the “spotlight” motive comes to dominate the melody.

Example 6. 9

A series of fifths in the bass leads to a cadence preparation over a dominant pedal,
reiterating, once more, the diminished triad resolving to dominant seventh pattern (shown in
Example 6.10), now firmly back in the tonic, but at the moment of return, the cadence veers off
to IV6/4, whereupon the descent/ascent from Eb in Example 6.7 is texturally inverted to close in
on a unison rather than move out to an octave. Here the augmented sixth becomes a diminished
third, and the unbearably poignant appearance of a pure E b major comes as the resolution of a
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tonic pedal so tense that it must immediately move away. From here, without any perfect
cadence,95 the music gradually drifts away in ever slower and more rarefied motivic fragments.

Example 6. 10

From these examples, we can see that as with the set classes discussed in the previous
chapter, the interval of the augmented sixth participates in many of the most important moments
of the symphony. Recalling the final climax and collapse of the scherzo on a German sixth
formed on the Neapolitan degree as shown in Example 6.3, we proceed to its echo at the
beginning of the Finale, shown in Example 6.11. Although this opening is often described as
being “in C minor,”96 it is not in fact clear what key we are in. The harmony, presented with only
the context of a bass pedal of C, would certainly be analyzed as a German sixth if it were to
resolve conventionally to that key.97 On the other hand, if it were to resolve like the chord at the
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The ending of this movement will be discussed in Chapter 8.
Such as by Monahan, 229, where the perception of this music as being in that key is significant to his argument.
97
This is also the first chord of Giuseppe Verdi’s Rigoletto. (Thanks to David Schober for pointing this out.) A very
similar chord also appears in the Finale of Hector Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, m. 17, though with Ab in the
96
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climax of the scherzo, it would lead us, as a chord built on the Neapolitan, to G. Mahler does
neither of these, at least not for now.

Example 6. 11

bass. Mahler certainly knew both of these works well, and the Finale of Berlioz’s Symphonie probably provided
something of a model for Mahler’s own introduction.
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Instead, the shadowy gesture opens out into a brash statement of the major-minor motto in A
minor combined with a motive from the preceding melody. Finally, a low tuba intones the urmotive of the movement (re–me–do). Whatever this initial apparition implied, Mahler withholds
its meaning from us.
This gesture appears three more times across the movement. Once at the beginning of the
development, once at the beginning of a retransition that feints a return to the introductory
material, and once at the beginning of the coda. This gesture is nothing if not introductory,
always marking the beginning of some new sectional boundary. Monahan’s chart of the Finale
places this recurring gesture at the head of each of the four “blocks” of the movement. 98 For the
key designation of each, he gives c->a, d, c, and a respectively. As we have seen with the first,
and as we shall see with the other three, none of these designations can be assigned without
difficulty.
The second appearance of the introductory material, shown in Example 6.12, comes at
the “failed” cadence of the exposition’s D major theme. Following these fanfares without any
clear establishment of a functional dominant (though one can note the prominent tonic-facing
augmented sixth, Eb–C#), the collapse to the minor mode occurs together with what sounds like a
deceptive cadence to Bb with an added sixth (or perhaps G minor with a minor seventh). While
this passage clearly parallels the opening, harmonically it cannot and does not function the same
way. Even the appearance of the Finale’s ur-motive transposed to D minor sounds curiously
unmoored, both because of its augmented rhythmic values and because of the harmony’s
resolutely non-functional stasis, floating in what sounds like an undefined tonal space. As with

98

See Monahan 224.
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the “C minor” introductory motives at the beginning, it is not so much the notes of the harmony
but their lack of functional resolution that creates the sensation of being unmoored from a key.
That said, the added sixth/minor seventh chord also creates fewer expectations for conventional
resolution.

Example 6. 12
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The development section that follows is focused primarily on D major/minor, as will be
discussed in the next chapter. Monahan describes the return of the introduction material that
follows, shown in Example 6.13, as the beginning of the “Recapitulatory Block,”99 though the
music that follows veers off-course from the presentation in the introduction very quickly, and
the moment of return itself is undercut by a striking ambiguity. As my earlier Example 5.7
showed, the harmony at m. 521 is not the German sixth on A b with C in the bass of the
movement’s opening, but the same chord in the treble with D (previously present only in the
string tremolos) in the bass. This D is a resolution of the cadential preparation in the preceding
measures (albeit with an augmented triad substituting for a normal dominant chord), so when we
hear an octave D in the bass, it sounds as if the music has resolved to D minor, and only with the
return of the introductory German sixth in the treble is our tonal hearing redirected. Entrances are
slowed down compared to the previous two entries of this material, with a full measure before
the chord in treble enters and four before the melody in the violins begins. Although the motto
theme follows, as it did in Example 6.11, now it remains “correctly” in C major-minor, but
given the D minor context that preceded it, this entry, too, is unprepared and unexpected. The
extremely tenuous tonal status of this “arrival” will be treated in the next chapter.
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Monahan, 224.
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Example 6. 13

The final entry of this material at mm. 774 ff. comes after the recapitulation, at the head
of the coda. As with the last two examples, I have shown the preceding material. Here, at last,
there are no complications with the tonality. A cadential preparation in A major is fulfilled with a
rumbling low bass on A. Instead of an A major or A minor triad, the chord from the introduction
is transposed down by a minor third, to a German sixth on F inverted to have an A in the bass.
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The string melody from the opening is now answered by the inverted version heard in the
development, and when the motto appears, the music remains in A.

Example 6. 14
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This, then, is the “corrected” version of the material that began the movement, resolving the
harmonic tensions which all of the other versions had presented. In the original published version
of the Sixth, this was the moment of the third hammer blow.
One last augmented sixth resolution draws our attention. Fittingly, it is the last harmonic
progression in the piece (albeit over a tonic pedal) and also presents the last appearance of the
major-minor motto heard near the beginning of the work. At the end of the solemn chorale that
forms the bulk of the symphony’s brief coda, a tonic-facing augmented (French!) sixth resolves
to a noble tonic major triad. A falling octave E in the horn brightens the color at this moment
from the dark abyss of trombones and tuba, but this octave leads to two more, on C and on A,
outlining the tonic minor and permanently resolving the modal dilemma of the symphony.

Example 6. 15

The fortissimo outburst of the motto rhythm that follows, under a static A minor triad, is merely
a response to the already-concluded tonal drama of the work. I will return to the chorale at the
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end of this paper to look at it from another perspective entirely, in order to show how a
transsymphonic perspective only further reinforces the conclusiveness of this coda.

Chapter 7
Not Only A Minor Matter: Key Relationships in the Sixth
Mahler’s symphonies frequently end in keys different from those in which they began.
The Second, ending in the relative major, Fourth, ending a minor third lower, Fifth, ending a
semitone higher, Seventh, ending a semitone higher than its introduction and a major third lower
than the first movement’s exposition, and Ninth symphonies, this last ending a semitone lower,
all exhibit this so-called progressive tonality, as does Das Lied von der Erde, which ends in the
relative major. Of the remaining symphonies, the First and Third end in the same key as their
introductions, but in the major mode, rather than the minor. 100 Only the Sixth and the Eighth
begin and end in the same key and mode. As I demonstrated in Chapter 2, all of Mahler’s
symphonies introduce problematic material in their first movements that is only resolved in their
finales. In the case of major-minor dualities, the conflict seems clear enough; the modal conflict
must be resolved, typically in favor of the major, to enact the triumph of the symphonic material
over its origins. The Sixth and the Eighth, therefore, present special cases.
In the Eighth, there is a fundamental duality between sacred (Latin, polyphonic) and
secular (German, homophonic) styles, and Mahler enacts the transfiguration of the Faust material
of Part II through a continual transformation of material from Part I that creates new syntheses. It
is not merely the motion from the shadowy Eb minor of the instrumental introduction to Part II to
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This would also apply to the unfinished Tenth Symphony in F#, which has a minor-mode introduction preceding
its first theme in the major.
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the radiant major of the Chorus Mysticus, but the way in which every step along that path brings
us closer to that radiance through recollections and developments of earlier themes and motives.
Mahler’s use of a consistent Eb major, then, serves to underline the fundamental concept of the
work, that the sacred and the secular arise from and find their telos in a single source.
The Sixth’s similarly single-minded A minor tonality raises similar questions of purpose.
Three of its four movements are in A minor, and while the first movement ends in A major, the
other two, the Scherzo and the Finale, end in A minor. Its Andante, beginning and ending in E b
major, is set apart as a tonal and modal opposite to these other three, though E b major plays some
role in each of them and A minor plays an important role in this slow movement. When
Monahan speaks of an “economy of key regions” in the Sixth, this is part of what he refers to. 101
Although he intends to warn against any transsymphonic programmatic analyses, I am not
attempting to offer a program; my goal is to highlight and clarify the musical narrative of the
work. In this chapter I want to do that in two ways. First, I will show the ways in which tonal
areas relate and interact in a broad sense across the Sixth Symphony. Then I will discuss the
important points of articulation, whether modulating from one key to another in a more
traditional sense, simply replacing one key with another, or spanning the gap between keys with
tonally indeterminate material.
When the Scherzo begins with a pounding low A on the timpani, we have the uncanny
sense that the symphony has started over from the beginning. This effect was undoubtedly what
Mahler intended when he wrote the symphony with the Scherzo as the second movement, and it
was certainly the reason for his subsequent hesitation regarding that placement. 102 This sensation
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102

Monahan, 96.
On Mahler’s vacillations over the order of the movements, see La Grange, Mahler, Volume 3, 408.
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can only be enhanced further by the arrival, at the end of the scherzo theme, on an A major-A
minor “motto” progression. But the parallels don’t end there. In fact, the Scherzo’s key scheme
replicates in miniature the important tonal areas of the first movement, as shown in the table
below.
Allegro energico

Scherzo: Wuchtig

First Theme

Exposition – A minor

Scherzo 1 – A minor

Second Theme

Exposition – F major

Trio 1 – F major

First Theme

Recapitulation – A minor Scherzo 2 – A minor

Second Theme Recapitulation – D major

Ending

A major

Trio 2 – D major

A minor

Aligning the two rotations of the Scherzo with the exposition and recapitulation of the Allegro
energico, we see that the key scheme matches nearly perfectly. Viewed from this broader
perspective, only the mode of the coda has changed, concluding with the gloomy minor rather
than the bright major of the Allegro. Naturally, a good deal of important information has been
removed, some of which provides yet more parallels between the two movements’ tonal plans.
For instance, while the first trio is followed by a coda in F minor (mm. 183 ff.), a key which has
no immediate correlation to the tonal scheme of the Allegro, the second trio is followed by a
modified repeat of that coda in Eb minor (mm. 355 ff.), which has a distinct correlation to the
return of the march material of the second theme in the middle of the coda of the Allegro (mm.
417 ff.).
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All of these parallels raise the question of why Mahler would choose to write a Scherzo
that not only takes up material important in one (or more) of the outer movements but retreads
that movement’s tonal trajectory before veering off at the very end. This also calls into question
Monahan’s assertion that “Mahler casts the Finale as a thoroughgoing recomposition of the
opening Allegro,”103 because structurally, tonally, and motivically, the Allegro is much more
closely linked to the Scherzo. It would be counterintuitive to suggest that the purpose of the
Finale is to dethrone A major from the position it won at the end of the first movement, given
that (1) the Scherzo accomplishes this task first and (2), it follows the tonal trajectory of the
Allegro far more closely than does the Finale. This implies that the tonal narrative of the Finale
is tied more closely to other elements, such as the augmented sixths I discussed in the previous
chapter.
Another look at the opening Allegro reveals additional tonal threads which relate to the
other movements. First, there is a cycle of major thirds (C4) in the center of the movement, going
towards and away from the distant key of the Andante, E b major. As with the relationship
between the first and second themes, this is presented as a motion to the key of the flattened
sixth104: G major moves to Eb major, Eb to B major, and B minor to G minor. Not only is the
Andante in the key of Eb major, the key at the center of the Allegro, it too dramatizes this cycle,
albeit in reverse. The Eb major theme at the opening gives way to a secondary theme in G minor
(mm. 22 ff.). A brief modulation to B minor (mm. 72 ff.) appears near the midpoint of the
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Monahan, 98.
On a chordal level, the L transformation. See Chapter 4.
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movement, and at the climax, a return to the initial theme in B major at mm. 160 ff. leads to the
decisive reinstatement of the tonic Eb at m. 173, as shown in Example 6.9.105
A C4 plays out in the center of the Finale as well, set into motion by the unresolved
Abgesang material in D major. As we have seen in Chapter 4, the first part of the lengthy
development of this movement focuses obsessively on D major and minor, and the two
hammerblows coincide with deceptive resolutions, eventually to resolve with the return of the
introductory material at mm. 520 ff..106 For one resplendent moment, the key of F# major appears
in a shimmering “utopian vision” (to borrow Monahan’s term) at mm. 372 ff.. 107 Coming shortly
after the first hammerblow and immediately after a similarly brief moment in A major, this
“vision” acts as an island of calm amidst the turbulent waters of the surrounding music.
After the return of the introductory material (in the “wrong” key of C minor), Mahler
presents a full return of the horn call theme, now in Bb major, at mm. 575 ff.. Initially scored
with a chamber-like lightness for winds and pizzicato cellos and even joined a little later by solo
violin and cello, this return rapidly gains steam and culminates in a grandiose brass cadence. The
dominant here is brightened by a blaring 13th, projecting the re–mi–do motive proudly in the
major mode (see Example 7.1).108
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These relationships will be given even further weight in the next chapter.
See Example 6.13.
107
See Monahan, 242. In the interest of simplification, Monahan has reduced the tonal motion from A –F#–f#–f to
A–f#–f, but the music spends longer in F# major than it does in F# minor, which constitutes, like F minor, a mere
link between the preceding music and the tonally indeterminate material based on the galloping rhythm discussed in
Chapter 5.
108
The 13th chord without fifth thus generated forms, like the chords studied in Chapter 5, a 0137 set.
106
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Example 7. 1

Not only the elision of the chorale (remarked upon by as early a commentator as Dika Newlin) 109
and the new version of the secondary theme but also the placement of the completed C4 cycle at
this point marks the earlier return of the introductory material as a false recapitulation. Even the
harmony in the third measure of my example (at the a tempo) uses exactly the same pitches
heard at the beginning of the development (see Example 6.12). When this key is rapidly swept
aside by a dominant pedal in A major, we have reached a clear retransition, with the true
recapitulation to follow shortly thereafter. This B b also acts, then, as a structural Neapolitan,
complementing the “utopian” Neapolitan E major in the Andante. 110 Unlike that earlier
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Dika Newlin, Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg (New York: King’s Crown Press, 1947), 185.
Needless to say, the combination of Bb’s dual roles as completing a C4 cycle in the development and of acting as
a Neapolitan to the forthcoming tonic make me wary of Monahan’s gloss of the key as being a “seemingly random
tonal level.” (227)
110
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excursion, this key culminates in a cadence. I will draw out some of the implications of this
connection in Chapter 9.
Complete C4 traversals, then, structure the tonal flow of the inner part of three of the
Symphony’s four movements. The prominence of C, F#, and Eb throughout the symphony,
however, also indicates that the C3 including the tonic A minor also plays a crucial role. For the
purposes of my chart, “significant material” refers to a marked moment of several measures that
begins in or cadences in the key indicated.
Significant material in

A minor/major

C minor/major

Eb minor/major

F# minor/major

I. Allegro Energico

Yes/Yes

No/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/No

II. Scherzo

Yes/No

No/Yes

Yes/Yes

No/No

III. Andante Moderato

Yes/Yes

No/Yes

No111/Yes

No/Yes

IV. Finale

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

No/No

Yes/Yes

From this, we can see how the consequences of the shift from the C4 emphasized in the Allegro
and Andante (including Eb) to the C4 emphasized in the Finale (including F#) also affect which
parts of the C3 (including A) interact. Although A minor/major and C major appear in all four
movements, Eb major, which had appeared in all three of the earlier movements, is nowhere to be
found in the Finale, and F#, only hinted at in the first movement and mostly absent from the inner
movements, plays a substantial albeit subsidiary role in the Finale.
One may wonder, looking at all of these third-relations, why the dominant tonality
appears so infrequently in this symphony. Of the three movements in A minor, E minor plays a
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The Eb major tonic areas are frequently inflected by the minor third and sixth, but these never control a
significant section of the music.
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significant role in the first movement alone, and B b major plays no role whatsoever in the Eb
major Andante. That said, the importance of E minor in the first movement should not be
understated. It appears twice: first briefly, in an eight-measure aside within the first phase of the
development section (which is tied primarily to the march and to pedal points on A), then at
much greater length, as the same motives from that phase of the development return in E minor.

Example 7. 2

The effect of this parallel is not merely to remind us of an earlier event from the development
section, but, as Monahan shows, to create a large-scale repeat of the events from the
development in the same order.112 But Mahler’s processes are more subtle yet, for the beginning
of the coda fulfills several roles simultaneously, some of them pointing back and others pointing
forward.
In the exposition, the second theme, structured in more or less an ABA form, ends with a
PAC in F major. Monahan calls the first two parts of this theme S1 and S2 respectively. The first
is a vaulting lyrical melody, the second a strange march that juts in between the melody’s two
112

Monahan, 125.
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strophes. Example 7.3 shows how a coda follows the cadence, luxuriating in the achieved tonic
before dying away to prepare for the return of A minor, either in the form of the exposition
repeat or of the development.

Example 7. 3 (showing first ending)

The recapitulation and coda telescope these events considerably. Instead of a tripartite form, the
secondary theme is reduced to its cadential material and coda (38 measures from the key
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signature change to the cadence becomes 13, four of which are linking material). 113 As before,
the third of the key becomes the new bass, and the passage in Example 7.4 follows.

Example 7. 4

113

I will discuss some of the changes to orchestration and texture in Chapter 9.
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The connections with the coda of the exposition are clear. In fact, this music plays on our
associations with both continuations of that passage.114 Not only does it lead into a (here muted)
version of the primary theme, but the fortissimo outburst that follows is, as previously
mentioned, a variant on the E minor excursion from the development.
E minor, then, appears as a problem in the development that remains unresolved through
the recapitulation and must be reintroduced in the coda. In fact, the last two measures of
Example 7.4 already present us with a new “problem.” The head motive of the primary theme is
inverted into a new motive, leaping an octave or more before twisting back in on itself. This is
our first premonition of the Finale’s motivic material, which is taken up immediately in a new
bass line for the development material, as Example 7.5 shows.

Example 7. 5

114

Brahms employs a similar method in the first movement of his Cello Sonata in F, Op. 99, which also features a
recapitulation ending in a non-tonic key area. On top of this, the tonal areas of F, A, C, and D are important in both
movements. Thanks to William Rothstein for whose class I analyzed this movement.
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Now the minor ninth has been widened to a major tenth. The motto rhythm pervades these
examples, and other than the change of key and the addition of the bass material looking forward
to the Finale, nothing has changed. It is as if the development had been restarted after the
recapitulation ended in the “wrong” key. Knowing the rest of the symphony can only add to this
sensation, given not only the introduction of new material pointing to a later movement, but also
the fact that the Scherzo uses a clear variant of the same motivic idea, as shown in Example 7.6.

Example 7. 6

As can be seen from these examples, even though the dominant key of E minor appears
only briefly in the symphony, the material associated with that key generates a narrative thread
that will run through to the end of the work. E minor gives way to a return of interior march from
the secondary theme (Monahan’s S2) in the key of Eb minor, a grotesque, shrill episode which
features the movement’s sole use of piccolos (at mm. 421 ff.). As if nothing had occurred, C
major juts in, but it lacks presence and seems like an anticipation for something to come. Over a
C pedal, an Eb in the trumpet moves up to E natural, seemingly reversing the major-minor motif,
but both pitches are harmonized with half-diminished seventh chords. Mahler takes us through
all of the other half-diminished seventh chords containing the pitch A until he reaches B halfdiminished seven, the one diatonic to A minor. The harmonic trajectory is shown in Example
7.8. Finally, with a grand fanfare, we reach A major, an arrival emphasized by the transformation
of the menacing bass leaps into a bright trumpet (this motive is bracketed in Example 7.7). This
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arrival also highlights the completion of the secondary theme presentation left incomplete in the
recapitulation, bringing back a clear statement of the head motives of the theme, which had so
little presence in either the D major recapitulation or the E b minor march. The parts of the theme,
then, are all present, just in reverse order. The otherness of E minor within this movement is
emphasized through its standing outside of the C3 cycle outlined by the other keys in the coda.

Example 7. 7
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Example 7. 8

This is one way of looking at the recapitulation and coda of the first movement. If we go
back further, though, to the border between the retransition and the beginning of the
recapitulation, another thread emerges.

Example 7. 9
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Here, at the end of the development, closer and closer imitations of the same motive, derived
from a retrograde inversion of the opening theme’s head motive (ie C–A–A becomes C–C–A),
which is then rotated to begin on the second note. 115 This reaches a heightened pitch at the
moment of recapitulation as the head motive blares out in A major, complete with a key
signature change. But the mode and even the tonality are in doubt as the harmony lacks a fifth
and the following beat presents, not a major or minor triad, but an augmented triad with E# in the
bass, which triad is also arpeggiated in the bass (second system, measure 4). 116 The F# minor
triad on the downbeat of the following measure casts even further doubt on the key and may
make us hear back to the moment of transition, with its C # major harmony now sounding like a
dominant of F#. Regardless, this impossibly bright variant of the head motive is rapidly swept
aside over a pedal on E and a clear return to A minor, concurrent with the highest note to this
point in the piece as B moves up to C.

Example 7. 10

115

This kind of procedure perhaps lends credence to La Grange’s assertion that the symphony “attains to the same
mastery of equally complex material and the same unity within diversity” as 12-tone music. Mahler Vol. 3, p. 818.
116
Monahan says that “the theme enters in an outlandishly brilliant A major (m. 286) only to crash into minor four
bars later,” and while strictly true, because the theme is presented in that key, it is also misleading as to the
impression of the passage, which does not project stability, much less a secure tonic. I might with some justification
say that the actual recapitulation begins with the dominant pedal and the key change to A minor. Monahan, 124,
italics in original.
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The third entry of the Scherzo theme, shown in Example 7.10, bears some resemblance
to this maneuver, as the closing section of the second trio, in E b minor, moves through a
common-tone diminished seventh chord to an A major harmony. Like the Allegro’s
recapitulatory gesture, though, this A major is far from secure: the top motive is presented in F #
minor and the measures end on a B7 chord in 4/2 position.117 In this case, the entire thematic
statement remains tonally unstable, precipitating the crisis shown in Example 6.3.
One may dispute my exclusion of Eb major from the Finale in my chart above. There is in
fact one brief passage in the key, in the middle of the march sequence in C minor/major, in
which C minor drifts into Eb almost in spite of itself, before veering off sharply into C major
without so much as a backwards glance. This is the only presence of E b major, the key of pastoral
intermezzi, in the tempestuous Finale, and I have excluded it in part because Mahler makes such
a show of pushing it aside in its one tentative appearance, shown in Example 7.11.
One could also draw attention to the way in which sudden motions from E b to C
also occur in the Allegro (at m. 429) and the Andante (m. 115, see Example 6.8). This tonal
motion of a minor third down, perhaps mirroring the melodic motion of a descending minor third
that is pervasive throughout the symphony, also occurs near the beginning of the Finale, as the C
minor that controls over half of the introduction gives way to the A minor that begins the
exposition. As Monahan vividly describes, at this moment A minor “appears out of nowhere to
claim what seems rightfully to belong to C.”118
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The B7 4/2 harmony was present in these statements from the beginning, but now the presentation of the top
motive in F# minor foregrounds it much more than the original C–A–A motive did. A similar juxtaposition of these
harmonies is found at the beginning of the primary theme of the Finale (see Example 7.10).
118
Monahan, 231. He asserts that this is the second time this has occurred, the first being at the very beginning of
the movement, in which the German sixth over C in the bass gives way to an A major/minor presentation of the
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Example 7. 11

As Example 7.12 shows, however, the ground has already shifted before the moment the
exposition begins. As the motives that will form the backbone of the primary theme tumble out
one after the other and the music gradually accelerates, the harmony comes to a standstill not on
the dominant or tonic of C, but on an augmented triad, C–E–G #, which comes to be heard in
retrospect as an altered dominant of A minor.
Not only is this not the first time an augmented triad has been used as a tonal link
between two areas in the symphony, but the very same pitches were used in the first movement
Allegro as a transition between the A minor of the first theme and the chorale and the F major of
the second theme.

motto theme (See Example 6.11). Because of the lack of context of this introduction and its inherent harmonic
ambiguity, I do not think it is possible to assert that it is “in C minor” at all. It is, at the most, in a state where it
could lead to C minor, a state that is rudely swept away by the A minor outburst that follows.
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Example 7. 12
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With both the C and the E being potential dominant roots, Mahler employs an ambiguous
harmony that is heard as the dominant of A when it is approached and as the dominant of F in
retrospect.
Mahler’s use of the augmented triad to approach climactic moments has already been
remarked upon in relation to the beginning of the Allegro’s recapitulation in Example 7.9, at the
end of the Scherzo in Example 6.3, and at before the false recapitulation in the Finale in
Example 6.13. Twice in the Finale, he constructs an entire cadential progression out of
augmented chords alone (with a seventh added to the dominant). In both cases, the augmented
fifth arises as a result of the re–me–do motive, just as the 13 th chord noted above arose from its
major-mode variant. The first of these, shortly before the exposition, is a cadence on C
major/minor marking the end of the introduction, shown in Example 7.13. Mahler’s voice
leading is indicated, showing how the doubled leading tone splits in two directions. The other
such progression, very similar to this one, occurs at the second hammerblow, and has already
been shown in Example 4.9.

Example 7. 13

Such a progression uses three augmented triads with no common tones, leaving only one
augmented triad untouched. In this case, it is the triad whose pitches will form the tonal
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backbone of the development section, D–F#–A#/Bb that has been left out (in the other instance, it
is the triad using C that does not appear).
Key relationships in Mahler’s Sixth, then, are bold, far-reaching in their effects, and
extremely consistent across the whole symphony. Not only are tonal relationships shared across
the various movements, but they also reflect the harmonic motion at the smaller scale. The
singlemindedness with which the symphony pursues A minor as a goal can be heard not only in
the use of that key for important material in every movement, but also in the frequent and
repeated returns to the same subsidiary keys, particularly E b major/minor and C major/minor. In
connection with this, I want to highlight one more passage, from the heart of the Allegro’s
development.
A listener coming to this symphony for the first time would almost certainly be taken
aback by the odd turn this section takes midway through. After two presentations of a complex
but clearly-delineated exposition, the development begins with material very clearly related to
the march rhythms and motives of the primary theme, as well as, through an obstinate pedal, to
its tonality. Although the extremely brief jaunt into E minor and its being swept away by the
home key once again disturb our sense of progression somewhat, the development maintains a
measured march tread. Even after the secondary theme arrives at mm. 178 ff. (still melodically in
F major, but unsupported by the harmony), the implacable march rhythms continue, albeit
quieter and more muted than before. A sudden halt is reached at m. 196 with an ambiguous
chord that could be an A minor-minor seventh chord or a C major with an added sixth. This is
the same kind of harmony that will bookend the development section of the Finale, though here a
D pedal that follows in the bass turns its pitches into suspensions over a dominant of G.
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Bits of the transitional chorale float by as the music remains tonally suspended between a
number of possible keys, before a clearer texture returns, now in G major. This sunny pastoral
landscape seems the furthest thing possible from the imperious march, and Mahler emphasizes
this distance by a shift from G, the distant flat-seven region, to the most distant region possible,
Eb major. An attentive listener is sure to notice the removal of march rhythms, of heavy brass and
of almost all percussion (though the cowbells and celesta remain). Even the most vigilant firsttime listener, though, is likely to miss one very important fact about this section. It combines the
head motives of both themes: note in mm. 224–5 how the first theme’s motive, beginning with a
descending fourth, is played simultaneously with its inversion and answered with a variant of the
head motive of the second theme.119 This moment, shown in Example 7.14, is so important that I
will be returning to it in the last two chapters.

119

This is mentioned briefly in Floros. See Floros, Gustav Mahler: The Symphonies, 169.
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Example 7. 14

Chapter 8
Inversions and Reversals
As the preceding chapter has shown, the tonal trajectory of individual movements within
Mahler’s “Tragic” symphony is bound up with the narrative of the work as a whole. Although
the clearest “reversal” in that narrative is the turn from the A major ending of the first movement
to the A minor ending of the Finale, from a broader perspective it seems, unless one ignores the
inner movements, as though this turn has already occurred in the A minor ending of the Scherzo.
Given this knowledge, we should look at the ways in which the work undergoes its “peripeteia,”
the tragic turns that lead the narrative to its inexorable conclusion.
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Although it is certainly true, as Monahan says, that the Finale of the Sixth responds,
sometimes in uncanny detail, to many parts of the Allegro, the network of correspondences
extends much further and much deeper than that, as we have seen in the preceding chapters. It is
no surprise that reversals, many of them tragically weighted, are a guiding thread in the inner
movements as well as throughout the Finale.
By putting the Scherzo second, we encounter such a reversal immediately, as the bright A
major fanfares that conclude the Allegro are pulled back into the minor mode to the 3/4 beat of a
timpani that stubbornly insists on accenting the upbeat even after the strings enter with emphasis
on the downbeat. As discussed in the previous chapter, this sense of rewriting the Allegro’s
material extends even to the tonal relationships of the main themes. Additionally, and
importantly for what follows, it breaks from the Allegro’s trajectory after the second trio, in D
major, gives way to a closing section in E b minor and then a reprise of the Scherzo, ending in A
minor. Crucially, though, the trio material holds on, sounding more feeble than before in the
stark post-climactic landscape following the massive German sixth that presages the Finale. Just
as in the Allegro, the movement’s coda centers on the secondary, not the primary, material, but
this time that material is pulled down into the minor mode. Example 8.1 shows the ending of the
movement (compare to Example 4.6 from the first trio).
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Example 8. 1

However we order the inner movements, the basic structure of the symphony remains
similar, as while the Scherzo and Andante are in reciprocal dialogue with the outer movements,
they do not respond nearly as directly to each other. In any ordering, the Andante’s E b major
comes as a disturbance. In contrast to the movement(s) that preceded it, it opens quietly, for the
strings alone, with a long-breathed lyrical melody in the middle register. Whether it follows the
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opening Allegro directly (as in the revised ordering) or comes after the Scherzo (as in Mahler’s
original conception), this music recontextualizes all of the rhythmically driven, brass-heavy
music that preceded it. It also calls to mind (even more strongly if we remember tonal
relationships) the Eb major island at the center of the Allegro, that moment in which its thematic
oppositions were dissolved and the stringency of its rhythms disappeared in a pastoral haze of
distant cowbells and delicate chamber scoring (see Example 7.14).
If we can fairly say, pace Monahan, that the Eb major music in the Allegro looks forward
to the Andante,120 then we can begin to see the ways in which the Andante takes on a crucial role
in the narrative of the symphony. In the context of that movement, E b major stood as a central
point in the development (and, because its exposition repeat is balanced by an expansive coda, it
stands roughly in the center of the movement in terms of time as well). It was also in the center
of a cycle of major-third-related keys (C4), with G major preceding and B major/minor to
follow. The Andante echoes all of these relationships at a higher level. Like that earlier moment,
it stands as an island of slow, lyrical music amid A minor marches and scherzos. Its E b major,
furthermore, is part of a C4, involving G minor (for the second theme, mm. 22–27), B minor
(mm. 72 ff.), and B major (mm. 160–72). 121
These echoes are modified, however. Although, like the A minor movement(s) that
preceded it, the Andante uses a mutable third degree, it reverses the direction of this movement.
The Andante’s often-recurring Gb, the minor third, always moves up to G natural, as can be seen
from the very beginning of the movement, shown in Example 8.2. A crescendo emphasizes the
120

Monahan privileges connections that lead us to outer movements from inner ones rather than the reverse. See
Monahan, pp. 88–9.
121
The movement touches on the hexatonic poles of both the tonic (Eb major to B minor) and the secondary theme
(G minor to B major).
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force exerted to move this minor third up to the major third, in contrast to the weakening
dynamics associated with the other movements’ “motto.”122

Example 8. 2

This motion is as characteristic of the Andante as its inverse is of the other three movements. 123
It even takes place twice on a larger scale as E minor124 (mm. 56 ff.) is countered with a later E
major (mm. 84 ff.) and B minor (mm. 72 ff.) corresponds to the appearance of B major (mm. 160
ff.) at the movement’s climax. Significantly, the only move in the opposite direction, directly
juxtaposed, happens between A major (mm. 124 ff.) and A minor (mm. 139 ff.), the symphony’s
global tonic, and this motion precipitates the movement’s climax.
When I discussed the Andante’s climax earlier, in Example 5.9, I mentioned the
negatively-valenced reinterpretation of a symbol from the Allegro’s A major coda, but not the

122

Although the characteristic trumpets-to-oboes timbral change in the Allegro is accomplished by exchanging
dynamics, the trumpets are naturally louder and the gesture will inevitably sound like a decrescendo.
123
The first four notes of the Andante head motive also invert a motive from the Allegro. Compare Example 8.2
with Example 7.9.
124
Reached via SLIDE.
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fact that this reinterpretation is one among many in the movement, and a singular one in the light
of that negative charge. What follows, though, is not a collapse into despair, but rather a series of
further reversals that recover from the dark, violent turn the music had taken, first into A minor,
then into C# minor. In the Allegro, the Eb major pastoral section, accompanied by distant
cowbells, had given way to B major in an interruption of a cadential preparation (see Example
4.5). In the climax of the Andante, cowbells ring out loudly as the music shifts into B major,
which itself gives way to the tonic Eb at measure 173 (see Example 6.9).
One last reversal in the Andante interacts with its characteristic minor-to-major
orientation. At the very end of the movement, Mahler returns to the progression that ended the
Allegro (shown in full in Example 8.3) and reverses its IV–iv motion to iv–IV. The third of A b
then gives way to a diminished seventh (Eb–A–F#–C) that resolves up to tonic, reiterating the Gb–
G natural motive that permeated the movement and resolving the tension from the earlier C #
minor interpolation. Example 8.4 shows the ending. Both of these endings, like the prominent
thematic material in the movements themselves, feature the sixth degree as a coloration of their
tonic chord.125
The Sixth’s inner movements, then, look back at and reinterpret different aspects of the
Allegro. The Scherzo takes up its motivic ideas, its tonal plan, and its use of secondary material
in its coda, but twists it into the minor. Its Andante takes another look at the tonal plan of the
Allegro’s development, the major-minor P motion, and the harmonies of its coda, taking each
element in a new direction. There can be no question that these movements are not merely
commentaries on the more important outer movements of the Sixth. They are episodes of great
125

Added sixths also color the ending of the Kindertotenlieder, composed in 1905, the same year as the Finale of the
Sixth. An added sixth chord ends Das Lied von der Erde.
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importance that affect the way we recall the events of the Allegro and color our perception of the
Finale’s struggles. In order to understand what the Finale is responding to in the Allegro, we
must first come to an understanding of the responses that the intervening movements have
offered.

Example 8. 3
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Example 8. 4

Both the Andante’s Eb major triad and the Scherzo’s A minor triad share one common
tone with the Finale’s opening German sixth chord (see Example 6.11), but the connection
between Andante and Finale, Mahler’s original ordering, has always felt much closer to me. It
may be the close proximity to the Ab minor to Ab major in mm. 190–1, though orchestration
plays some role as well, with the pizzicato Eb in the basses proceeding to the C in the bass and
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the middle-register Eb triad in flutes moving to a German sixth on Ab in the winds. Whichever
order one prefers, this opening is immediately set apart as something new and different from
what preceded it. Its tonal ambiguity, sustained in a cloud of muted string tremolos, continues
through the entry of the violins’ melody. When the motto theme enters in A major/minor, we are
once again in recognizable territory, but when these fanfares subside, we are left listening to the
music of a barren landscape, with inchoate motivic fragments, some familiar, others not, passing
by like specters in the associative logic of a dream. 126
What strikes us as most uncanny about this music is the way that everything in it seems
to remind us of something from earlier in the symphony, but with a newly contorted visage and
with its contours drifting in and out of focus. The German sixth is like the climax of the Scherzo,
but here it floats free of clear tonal function. An ascending octave in the violins may remind us
of all of the Allegro’s falling octaves, but it lacks the forthright assertiveness necessary for us to
be willing to make the connection directly. The motto rhythm and the major-minor progression
are now overshadowed by a melodic line that continues the preceding music, and its
characteristic rhythm is an object within a less rhythmically driven landscape rather than part of
a series of four-square march phrases (note the six measures of the melody before the motto).
After the dust from this conflagration settles, however, we begin to hear murmurs of the
themes to come. These, too, are connected to music in the earlier movements, in a similarly
subtle fashion. Example 8.5 shows the measures immediately following the opening. The

126

Perhaps Mahler was inspired in this regard by the introduction to the Finale of Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique,
a work which he knew well and conducted many times. The German sixth chord at m. 17 (in a different inversion)
seems pertinent as well.
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movement’s basic motivic cell, re–me–do, is derived from the trios of the Scherzo (compare
Example 4.6, but more pertinently, II., mm. 162 ff.).

Example 8. 5

Upward arpeggios in the clarinets, also derived from the Scherzo, lead first to a major sixth over
the implied A minor 6/4 (my example omits the pedal A in the timpani), then to a halfdiminished seventh chord turning into a fully diminished seventh chord. This latter motion
played a subtle role in the Allegro, interacting with both its first and its second theme areas, as
shown with brackets in Examples 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8.
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Example 8. 6

Example 8. 7

Example 8. 8

All of these elements, coming at the beginning of the Finale, would have little internal
logic on their own. If the presentation were less irregular, it might suggest a review of the
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previous movements, as one finds at the beginning of Beethoven’s Ninth and in the finales of
several Bruckner symphonies. This more obvious strategy, however, is one that Mahler never
employed directly. While the first pages of this introduction do indicate that the Finale will
respond to the challenges of the earlier movements, their shadowy half-reminiscences do little to
suggest how this will occur. What is clear is that the music has taken a darker turn, and this
becomes especially clearer when the pastoral symbols from the Allegro, the cowbells and gently
rocking chorale figures in high violins and celesta (Example 8.9), return as murky funereal
symbols, distant low bells and viola/clarinet doubled with celesta in its bottom octave (Example
8.10). The top voice of the chordal tremolos is a direct transposition. Even the “horn call” figures
in the flute answered by the timpani have their corollary in the low horn solo, which takes on the
character of a melody.

Example 8. 9
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Example 8. 10

One more ambiguity, more or less new to the finale, appears in Example 8.10. When the
tuba sounds the dotted rhythm motive characteristic of the movement, it moves a whole step
from scale degree 1 to scale degree 2, but when the horn plays the same rhythm on scale degrees
3 and 4, we could easily hear this (especially given all of the Fs in the texture) as scale degrees 5
and 6 in F major, especially once we know that this is what this thematic fragment will become
in the future.
These dynamics are played out in later iterations of the introductory material as well. In
the first (mm. 229 ff.), transposed up a fourth to D minor, the tremolo chorale motive returns in
the violins, accompanied by cowbells, but as the tremolos move into violas, the distant
percussion is replaced by the deep bells (mm. 254 ff.). This transfer takes place directly in the
more complete presentation of this material in the false recapitulation. First the deep bells sound
(mm. 550–4) with tremolos transposed up a minor third, then the cowbells enter (mm. 554–60
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and 568–74) with tremolos transposed up a minor sixth (but harmonized differently and
accompanied by the horn melody in Db major). The latter of these appearances is the last that
either of these two unusual percussion instruments will play in the symphony, swept away by the
presentation of the secondary theme in Bb major (see Chapter 7). Looking at the symphony as a
whole, we can see that the cowbells in the Andante served as a crucial mediating point between
their appearance in the Allegro and their appearances in the Finale. If in the first movement they
were a symbol of pastoral landscapes, distant from the urgency of the surrounding march
material, in the Andante they fulfill two roles, that of the distant pastoral (in the E major section,
mm. 84–99) and of the impassioned lament (in the rapid transition from C # minor to F# major to
B major, mm. 155–9). In the Finale, the valence of the music surrounding the cowbells (and their
counterpart, the deep bells) has shifted entirely towards the funereal, the melancholy, and
decidedly away from the lyrical.
Returning to the Finale’s introduction, we find yet another way in which it fashions the
themes for the movement out of dimly recollected fragments from the earlier movements.
Shortly after the horn theme shown above fizzles out into indecisiveness, a leaping motive that
presages the Finale’s first theme is answered by an arcing glissando in the horn (and, a few
measures later, in the trumpet), a nightmare apparition that seems to arise from, and sink back
into, the tremolo mists. Example 8.11 shows this passage.
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Example 8. 11

But the newcomer is none other than the motive that had appeared in the coda of the Allegro (see
Example 7.5). Its appearance in the trumpet (mm. 46–7) is especially sinister, given that this was
the motive, and the instrument, that had ushered in the Allegro’s triumphant A major. Here it
returns in a mocking guise, leading to the grim C minor chorale for low winds and brass. This,
too, responds to the first movement, but I will leave it to Chapter 10.
One more reversal, evident from the beginning of the Finale, lies in that movement’s
treatment of cadences. Examples 8.3, 8.1, and 8.4 (in that order) show the endings of the first
three movements of the Sixth. None of these endings are achieved with an authentic cadence,
and in the case of the Scherzo, the progression that led to the coda, of a tonic-facing German
sixth to a low A (mm. 408–9), didn’t resolve to a full chord at all. Authentic cadences are
employed throughout the work to mark theme or phrase endings but, as shown in Chapter 4, a
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lack of resolution in the form of a deceptive cadence takes on a particular importance in the
Finale, a movement in which the central conflict is compelled by an exposition without cadential
closure in its secondary theme’s D major.
In the opening Allegro, the A minor theme has a cadence between its two large-scale
phrases (Example 8.12), but as shown in Example 5.1, it leads to a 6-note harmony that
functions as a half cadence.

Example 8. 12

It is the second theme, first in F major and later, in the recapitulation, in D major, that is given a
perfect authentic cadence (see Example 7.3). This situation is maintained through the end of the
movement, as the second theme material sweeps aside the first theme in the coda gaining, if not a
perfect authentic cadence, then a clear sense of closure through sheer exuberance.
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Mahler reverses this in the Finale. Although the secondary theme never achieves closure
within “sonata space,” the first theme is capped with a clear perfect authentic cadence both in
exposition and recapitulation. The exposition version is shown in Example 8.13.

Example 8. 13

Here, even putting aside harmonic considerations, the sheer blatancy of this gesture marks it as
conclusive. The section is over, and a new one must begin. When the recapitulation version
arrives (Example 8.14), the music has become so heavily burdened with motives that it seems
ready to collapse under its own weight. Mahler adds an extra measure to the cadential phrase and
extends the major-to-minor motive to accommodate the motto rhythm in timpani and bass drum,
but even the major chord is now met with a frantic scurrying in the upper strings and flutes,
holding out the flattened sixth, F, against the A major triad in the brass.
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Example 8. 14

Although the finale of Mahler’s Sixth is shot through with reversals of the events of the
earlier movements, few symbols of tragic reversal in the work are as potent as these moments in
which the full weight of the symphonic apparatus is brought down to push a cadence in A major
into the minor mode. We can only glimpse the tragic nature of the symphony in these reversals.
The last two chapters will bring into focus several threads that connect the larger weave of my
analysis to this point, revealing the full scope of the work and its tragedy.

Chapter 9
The Collapse of Opulence: Timbre and Form
After the Finale’s D major theme falls away without a cadence at m. 229, the
development section begins with a series of transformations of the introductory material and its
associated textures (see Example 6.12). Most of the material this time is drawn from the horn
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call theme and its motives, aside from the obstinate march motive (mm. 258 ff.). Following a
brief move into F# major, the music suddenly lurches back into the Abgesang again (originally,
mm. 205–228). It is as if the closing material from the arrival on the dominant of D at m. 217
had never occurred, and the theme simply entered into another strophe. Although I have tried to
reduce my examples more elsewhere for the sake of readability, it is necessary, to give an idea of
the texture of the music that follows, to show as much of the orchestra’s material as possible, and
Example 9.1 shows the first 16 measures of this return to a very high level of detail. Even here, I
had to cut out the harp glissandos, which run underneath this entire passage nearly constantly.
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Example 9. 1

Any account of this Finale must explain this anomaly. Monahan attributes it to the lack of
an exposition-ending cadence: “Our first indication that expositional failure has set the S-themes
on a problematic path comes with their refusal to acknowledge that the exposition is even
over.”127 In his accounting, the reappearance of this theme in the key of D major (although, pace
Monahan, its first appearance had begun in G) “introduces a temporal short-circuit whereby the
listener seems to be present to expositional and developmental space simultaneously,”128 and this
causes the first of the hammerblows (see Example 4.8). La Grange’s description of this music as

127
128

Monahan, 226.
Ibid. Italics in original.
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a “variation on theme B and its ‘Abgesang’”129 seems to accord it too little weight. Even
Monahan fails to fully capture the shock of this passage, which is surprising on account of one
more factor, unique to this symphony. Unlike any other music in the work, this theme shows a
tendency towards, and not away from, textural opulence. Not only does it burst out in stark
contrast with the sparse, restrained textures of the section immediately following the exposition,
it is actually richer than before, enriched with constant polyrhythms (note particularly the
extravagant 3:4:5:8 in the second half of m. 294) and sparkling with harp glissandos ascending
and descending all at once. This kind of overactive texture is extremely rare in Mahler’s music,
which is usually characterized by the clarity of its orchestration. It is even rarer in the Sixth, and
my next examples will indicate that it is this incursion of textural opulence, not merely the return
of a theme which had not cadenced (especially given that most of the themes in this work do not
cadence), that brings on the first of the Finale’s hammerblows.
In this connection, the words of Strauss come to mind again, that the music expends its
greatest effects early on. In fact, the texture of the music in Example 9.1 may remind us quite a
bit of Strauss, particularly in passages like the love scene from Ein Heldenleben (rehearsal no. 32
ff.), in its luxuriant sonority.130 Strauss’s hero rests in contented fulfillment at the end of his tone
poem, while Mahler’s themes collapse and die away. With this lens, our entire perspective on the
Finale shifts to focus on the success of its tragedy, rather than the failure of this D major
Abgesang to achieve closure.

129

La Grange, Mahler, Vol. 3, 835.
Floros’s remarks comparing these two works rest on autobiographical resonances, but I think that it is perhaps
more significant to discover musical similarities to a work Mahler expressly disliked. Floros, Gustav Mahler: The
Symphonies, 171–72.
130
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The Allegro’s second theme provides the closest analogue to this music anywhere else in
the symphony. With elan and confidence it sweeps away both the key of A minor and the march
rhythms that had dominated the first theme. It shares with the Finale’s D major theme quoted
above an emphasis on 6–5 as well as a textural profligacy with inner lines that lack motivic or
contrapuntal motivation. Although the texture is not nearly as complicated as that in Example
9.1 (among other things, the harp here only doubles other lines already shown rather than having
its own glissando material), the opulence itself functions as a connection between the two
passages. As we shall see, they both end up moving in the same direction texturally as well.
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Example 9. 2

This theme, which Monahan calls “undoubtedly the most controversial music in the
Mahler canon,”131 is presented in three further guises later in the Allegro. It is perhaps true that
the initial presentation, with its constant running sixteenths, its consistent two-bar phrasing, and
its obsessive returns to the same pitches and rhythms, may strike us as weakly motivated. 132 A
closer look reveals a great deal of richness under the busy surface, all of which (and this, not the

131

Monahan, Mahler’s Symphonic Sonatas, 112. Monahan lays out the reception history of this theme, which had
been considered “saccharine” and redolent of lesser Romantic composers before Alma’s report that it was intended
as a portrait of her. Although La Grange considers Alma’s testimony regarding the Sixth in particular dubious, the
idea of this theme as the “Alma theme” has persisted both in the literature and in the popular imagination, and it has
shed its former reputation entirely.
132
Bruno Walter thought it was too sentimental and told the composer so. He never conducted the symphony.
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detail itself, provides the justification) enriches our hearing of the theme and its presentation in
the exposition. First, there is a subtler long-term voice leading strategy at play wherein the
constant returns to high notes set up the peaks at the end of the first phrase on B b (m. 89) and the
one at the climax on A (m. 111), right before the EEC in F major (m. 115). Its obsessively
repeated D–C sets up a 6–5 for a long-range melodic descent to the tonic, and the high B b7 in m.
82 is none other than the highest pitch of the first part of the exposition, taking up a dissonant
pitch from the “Petrushka chord” set and resolving it as a diatonic note. In addition, this music is,
like the chorale that preceded it, saturated with falling chromatic semitones. Note in particular
the descent from Bb to F# in the bass in mm. 80–2, the descent from C to G b in the horns in mm.
80–4, and the descent from E to C in the woodwinds in mm. 83–4. This theme’s diatonic basis is
constantly questioned by a wealth of chromatic detail, mostly in the inner parts, but in the
melody as well, whose Eb in m. 80 forms part of (the sonority, not the function of) a halfdiminished seventh unexpectedly built on the 5 th degree. Following the whirlwind of activity that
comprised the theme, the restful coda that follows the cadence (mm. 115 ff.) luxuriates in
simplicity and harmonic stasis.
In the development, motives from the second theme are initially presented in the march
rhetoric that had defined the first theme. Example 9.3 shows the beginning of this material. As
mentioned earlier in Chapter 7, the theme starts melodically in F major as before, but neither the
harmonization that precedes nor the theme’s twist to a melodic C # supports this interpretation.133
This errant C# is a transformation of the half diminished seventh moving to the fully diminished

133

Monahan’s suggestion that this music is in D minor strikes me as overstating the case. If this passage were
clearly in D minor, the C# would sound less strange than it does. See Fig. 4.11 in Monahan, 119.
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seventh from earlier,134 although the “resolution” comes too late and the upper voices have
moved to form the upper third of a Db major chord.

Example 9. 3

Already, the elaborate rhetoric of the second theme has been stripped away, and an uneasy
march, leanly scored and of uncertain tonal orientation, has taken its place. Following the
chorales and distant fanfares of Example 8.9, the development takes a turn into the Grazioso
shown in Example 7.14, first in G major (mm. 217 ff.), then the distant key of E b (mm. 225 ff.).
With each modulation, the music becomes thinner and thinner, until, at m. 230, the orchestra has
been reduced to a solo violin and a solo horn against a veiled background of second violin
tremolos. Here, in the very center of the movement, the horn and violin solos combine the head
motive of the second theme (with its characteristic three note upbeat) with the descending motive
of the first theme (with its leap of the perfect fourth and scalar, rather than arpeggiated, motion).

134

See Examples 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8.
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The bass clarinet solo that follows, accompanied by violin tremolos and cowbells, reverses this,
combining an inversion of the first theme’s motive with the falling motive of the second theme.

Example 9. 4

In the development, then, Mahler not only strips away the grand rhetoric of the second
theme’s initial appearance, he also removes the march trappings of the first theme, and in the eye
of the storm, we encounter an oasis of calm reflection, wherein we lose sight of the conflict
between the two contrasted themes altogether. In the recapitulation, the theme’s appearance is
reduced to a massively enlarged cadence, and although the texture is thick and the music is as
harmonically as rich as before, its layers of extra activity have been removed. Example 9.5
shows the whole passage, ending with a perfect authentic cadence in D major.
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Example 9. 5

As discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, the coda of the movement is based predominantly on
this second theme material, and like all of these other subsequent appearances, it lacks the welter
of activity that characterized its initial iteration. Gradually, over the course of the first
movement, the second theme gains in prominence, even to the point of generating the A major
coda. In the process, though, it loses its opulent character, its textures moving ever closer to
those of the first theme and its march material. This process has another facet, which I will
explore in the next chapter. Another thread, though, draws our attention. As each of these
iterations of the theme reaches its peak, the layers of activity are removed, and the texture thins
out at cadences. In Example 9.5, the various layers fall away from the climax in m. 361, and
even the first violins drop out at the suspensions over the cadence in m. 365. At the very end of
the movement (see Example 8.3), Mahler concludes on a unison, and his revisions removed
most of the percussion he had originally included in order to make the last sonority a dull thud.
As Strauss’s criticism went, Mahler expends his grandest effects before the end and subsequently
weakens them.
Both of the inner movements are characterized by leaner scoring. The Scherzo’s climaxes
tend towards a brittle, shrill sonority without much inner part motion, while the Andante is, for
the most part, restrained in texture. A single passage in the latter movement stands out, however,
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as an exception. This is the E major “fantasy projection” (to use Darcy’s term), described by
Floros as a “pastorale.”135 This passage (mm. 84 ff.) contains the brightest, sunniest music in the
whole symphony, with sparkling harps and celesta, trills in the strings and winds, and fanfares in
the horns and trumpets. In the bass we hear again the oscillating fifths of the restful codettas that
followed the second theme of the Allegro. Especially given the conflict-ridden music in E minor
and B minor that preceded it, we hear this as a “breakthrough,” a term which, as Darcy relates,
has a long history in Mahler analysis from Paul Bekker, who used it for this very passage, to
Adorno.136 It cannot be sustained, however, and as soon as the music reaches the dominant, it
falls apart, torn into chromatic shreds, and simply subsides into the next statement of the main
theme.
As with the Allegro’s second theme, this passage (the ending of which is shown in
Example 9.6) is the only one of its kind in the movement. It is, to quote Darcy, “foreordained to
collapse,”137 and this collapse is reflected in a thinning instrumental texture, an incursion of
wandering chromaticism, and a fragmentation of the rhythmic impulse as the formerly separate
layers of triplets and duplets begin to collide and tumble over each other. Mahler composes the
crumbling of this illusion into the music, like a fading mirage.

135

Floros, 178.
Darcy, 63.
137
Ibid, 63-6.
136
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Example 9. 6

Now we return to the Finale. As mentioned previously, the Abgesang of this movement
collapses into the beginning of the development (m. 229). This is as we might expect, given the
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examples from the previous movements. But as Example 9.1 shows, the theme and its associated
texture return, as if nothing had intervened. More than that, it returns for longer, with a more
intricate texture. Monahan is correct to note that the hammerblow disrupts this trajectory and
reroutes the musical narrative, though to say that we hear no more of “S2,” his name for these
two D major passages (mm. 205 ff. and mm. 288 ff.), is at the very least overstating the case. 138
One could just as easily say the same of the Allegro’s own F major theme, which is never
presented in the same guise after the exposition and undergoes a similar trajectory. Every motive
present in the Abgesang remains present in the symphonic texture, as Monahan admits. 139 He
suggests that the motives of S2 are merged with those of the introduction following the
exposition. A comparison shows that the relationship goes in the other direction. Far from being
the autonomous character that fights against the rigidity of the other elements of the Finale, the
Abgesang is formed entirely from elements from elsewhere in the movement. Motive y also
appears in the horn call theme, Monahan’s S1.

Example 9. 7

Example 9. 8

138

Cf. Monahan, 226.
Cf. Monahan, 244. The conjunction of “never” and “sometimes” doesn’t ever amount to something between the
two.
139
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What is altered in the transformation from Example 9.7 to Example 9.8 is the scale
degree on which the motives begin. Assuming that the opening theme is in C minor (and given
the harmonic background of a German sixth, this is not unambiguous), it begins on scale degree
1. The initial part of the Abgesang in m. 205 is on a dominant of G major, so E functions as scale
degree 6. Subsequent transpositions of these themes bear this out. 140 Heard from this perspective,
Monahan’s S2, the Abgesang, is defined by textural elements rather than a thematic/motivic
ones. What the hammerblow removes is not the Abgesang, then, but the texture associated with
its first two appearances, and it is this texture that the music never regains. Just as the Allegro’s
second theme had followed this trajectory, so too does the Abgesang of the Finale.
Monahan contends that S materials 141 enter in a “Utopian vision”142 in the A major
passage that follows shortly after the first hammerblow, beginning in m. 364. The utopian quality
of these passages supposedly lies in their being free of the “fate” rhythm derived from the motto,
but as we can see in mm. 365–6 of Example 9.9, which shows several measures on either side of
the move to A major, it is present in the trumpet (the line beginning with B). 143 What is most
striking about this passage is not the lack of any given motive or group of motives, but the way
in which it immediately transfigures the material we just heard. The falling scales in the horns
are continued in the new tonal context, as are the neighbor note motives in the violins and flutes.
A new element is added, however, in the form of arpeggios in the cellos (doubled an octave

140

When the introduction’s x motive is altered to use an upper neighbor tone rather than a lower one, it still begins
on scale degree 1. Cf. mm. 31 ff., which do not include a variant of the y motive.
141
Specifically S1, because he has claimed that S2 is removed at this point, a claim he subsequently partially
retracts.
142
Monahan, 243. He capitalizes the word “Utopian” throughout.
143
It also appears in the first horn in mm. 368–9.
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higher by violas, not shown in my reduction), acting almost as a replacement for the harp, which
is not present (though it returns shortly, at the move to F # major).

Example 9. 9

The next “Utopian vision,” however, has none of these distinctive textural features.
Although the passage (mm. 458 ff.) returns to the key of A major, this time over a dominant
pedal, all of the filigree has been removed, and what remains are canonic and contrapuntal
elaborations, predominantly of the x motive. Example 9.10 shows the beginning of this section.
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Example 9. 10

If it were not for the presence of the horn call theme’s head motive (mm. 463-4), we might take
this for a variation on the introduction, given the prevalence of x, especially because it lacks the
opulent texture of the other sections in the development based on the Abgesang.
Following the false recapitulation of the introduction material in C minor (mm. 520 ff.)
and the reappearance of the horn call theme in the Neapolitan key (mm. 575 ff.), the music
arrives at a dominant pedal of A major (mm. 612 ff.), wherein motives associated with the
primary theme (rushing sixteenth note scales, march rhythms), leaping theme (motto rhythm,
leaping figures in brass) and secondary theme (motive y, among others) are combined in an
exhilarating, tense deluge. Even the arcing arpeggio figures from the first “Utopian vision” make
a brief appearance.144 Example 9.11 shows a section of this passage, beginning from the motto
rhythm in the timpani (its E pedal forming a 0137 set with the B b chord above). I have shown
several (but by no means all) of the important motives with brackets and labels. As the
instruction unmerklich noch etwas drängender indicates, the music hurtles forward at greater and
greater speed, until, as shown in Example 6.1, it crashes into the recapitulation, back in the
original tempo and key.

144

In the original version the arpeggios continued for two measures.
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Example 9. 11

But the impact of the music that has preceded on the course of this recapitulation is profound.
Although, as with the recapitulation of the first movement, it proceeds in a nearly literal
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repetition of its first appearance (the measure count is precisely one higher, the result of an
extension shown in Example 8.14), the startling continuation of motive y over the top of the first
several phrases (mm. 642 ff.) produces a dissonance of a major sixth over the tonic chord of A
minor. Here, the F# that brightened the conclusion of the Allegro has turned into a grating
presence, a cross-relation with the frequent Fs in the bass, and the march theme proceeds
inexorably to its cadence (mm. 667–8).
After the leaping theme (with motives from the horn call theme, particularly motive y, as
counterpoint), Mahler leads through the galloping rhythms and Petrushka chords (see Chapter 5)
to a brightening to A major (with persistent F#) over canonic imitations of motive y (Example
9.12). Structurally, the music that follows is equivalent to the horn call theme/Abgesang in the
exposition, but as the horn call theme had been in play consistently throughout the other themes,
Mahler moves instead to a passage much closer in tone and style to the second “Utopian vision,”
from mm. 458 ff. Monahan labels this passage (mm. 728 ff.) the third “Utopian vision” of the
Finale.145 As it proceeds, it even develops more of the textural richness of the first such passage,
as the arcing string arpeggios return together with the descending scales in the horns (mm. 765
ff.). Like every such passage in the movement, and like its model, the Abgesang texture, this
passage, too, is pushed aside at the cadence for the return of the introduction in the tonic key.

145

Monahan’s assertion that the music twice “slips into F major” (at m. 744 and m. 760) is ambiguous. It is incorrect
if he implies any kind of modulation, for these F6 harmonies are deceptive resolutions of cadential preparations that
had implied A minor, and for that reason it is possible to hear them, not as diversions from A major, but as
preventing an A minor cadence from occurring too early. See Monahan, 249.
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Example 9. 12

From that point (mm. 773 ff.), there are no more outbursts of rich, Straussian texture.
Opulence takes a backseat to the mournful lucidity of a chorale in the low brass, and the key of A
minor is secure. But, as Monahan notes, this chorale integrates motive x, previously
characteristic of the Abgesang.146 In this large-scale liquidation of the Finale’s motives, we can
hear once again how the introduction, which had sounded to us at the beginning like a twisted
reminiscence of the earlier movements, also generated all of the Finale’s motives and themes.
With its tonality stabilized, the music proceeds to its final cadence (mm. 807–8, see Example

146

Monahan, 250. These motives are also part of the introduction material, though, and were so from the beginning.
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6.15). Already, we can see the collapse of opulence as one manifestation of the tragic worldview
of the Sixth. It runs as a current underneath all four of its movements, affecting the trajectories of
all of their themes. One more current remains to be examined, however, and I will discuss it in
the final chapter.

Chapter 10
Two Chorales and Their Consequences
Mahler’s music is filled with chorale textures and, as the examples from the Second and
Fifth Symphonies demonstrate (Examples 2.3, 2.4, 2.10, and 2.11), instrumental chorales in his
work frequently connect with larger narrative arcs of redemption and transcendence. This
correlation makes the use of chorales in the outer movements of the Sixth a matter of particular
importance. Their presence alone raises the question of whether, in this symphony, they play the
same kind of transformative, redemptive role. In both of these movements, as we shall see, an
idea generated by the chorale (but suggested by earlier music) gains prominence as the music
progresses. By the end, each chorale has been completely transformed through a change in
motivic allegiances, and the consequences of these chorales spread to the surrounding music.
Just as the transformation of chorales in the Second and Fifth Symphonies leads to their ultimate
triumphs, so does the transformation of the chorales in the Sixth lead to its ultimate tragedy.
In the Allegro, the chorale (shown in Example 10.1) is introduced between the first and
second theme areas, immediately following the motto shown in Example 3.3. As I discussed in
Chapter 4, this music’s ultimate ambiguity is embodied in its ending. Monahan claims that the
chorale “ends where it began, in the tonic A minor,”147 but it ends in an ambiguous space

147

Monahan, 112.
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situated equidistantly from A minor and F major, and this refusal to settle in one or the other
leaves the ending open to subsequent reinterpretation. In the exposition, the chorale’s closer
relationship to the first theme is indicated by the use of its head motive as a countermelody as
well as by the shared key of A minor/major.

Example 10. 1

As we have seen in Chapter 5 (specifically Examples 5.10 and 5.11), the chorale
reappears in the center of the development, in the neutral space which we have previously
defined in terms of its key relationships (a cycle of major thirds), 148 in terms of its harmonic
employment of the 0137 set,149 and in terms of its contrapuntal combination of both of the

148
149

Cf. Chapter 7.
Cf. Chapter 5.
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themes’ head motives.150 Clearly, this central section plays a pivotal role in the Allegro’s
narrative. Its separation from the surrounding march music is not merely timbral and gestural, as
explored in Chapter 9, but also motivic, as the theme appears shorn of its former countermelody,
completely independent of the first theme, but not independent from the major-minor motto,
which still follows it around, either explicitly (mm. 208–9) or implicitly, through a shift in the
accompanimental texture (mm. 214–5 and 242–3). In gaining its independence, it spawns a
secondary chorale motive, the one shown in Example 8.9. As we may recall from Chapter 4,
however, the Eb section ends without resolution. Example 10.2 shows this ending in greater
detail.

Example 10. 2

Mahler emphasizes the jarring recontextualization of E b as the third of a B major triad through a
snap back into the original timbre and rhythmic flavor of the march. The chorale does not

150

Cf. Chapter 9.
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disappear, however. It returns as B major shifts into B minor (mm. 265–6, emphasizing, once
again, its connection with the motto idea), then three times in succession, more vigorously, as the
music moves towards the recapitulation (mm. 271–2, 274–5, and 278–9). In each of these cases
(Example 10.3 shows the first), the chorale has been reduced to its head motive only.

Example 10. 3

By the time we return to A minor and the recapitulation, then, we sense that the chorale
has taken on an independent existence. This is confirmed by the fact that the head motive of the
first theme, which had originally accompanied the chorale in the exposition, does not perform
this role in the recapitulation. In this variant, the chorale takes on the timbral characteristics of
the Eb major section from the center of the development, its winds accompanied by tremolo
strings and celesta. It does this, however, while maintaining the allegro tempo and even doubling
the speed of its original appearance from half notes to quarter notes. This passage’s strange,
intricate texture is indicated in Example 10.4. Note that although the top line has been retained
in full, the harmonization is considerably different and more wayward, beginning with the
hexatonic poles of A minor and Db major. Several parallel motions, also, give this passage a less
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traditionally chorale-like flavor. When the this music subsequently melts into a transition to the
second theme and D major, the chorale seems to have reached its end. 151

Example 10. 4

As with all of the themes in the Allegro, though, it returns in the coda, which reactivates
all of the movement’s conflicts. At the very end, after the establishment of A major and the
triumphant fanfares based on the second theme, a full presentation of the chorale in the key of F #
major briefly wrenches the music away from the tonic, with the head motive, on top of the
chorale texture, simultaneously freely inverted in the bass. This moment (shown in Example
10.5) both looks backwards and forwards, to the earlier presentations of the chorale and to the
movement’s ultimate climax (compare Example 8.3). From here on, the chorale loses its
identity, having dissolved its initial association with the first theme to forge a new allegiance to
the second theme.152

151

I am tempted to suggest that there is a fleeting hint of the chorale in the horns during the recapitulation of the
second theme, mm. 355–6, but while chromatic oscillation is present in several of the voices, none of them carries
the head motive.
152
There is an apparent reference to this theme in the Andante as well, mm. 165 –7, as Darcy points out. See Darcy
69.
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Example 10. 5

As the rest of this chapter will deal with the ways in which the Finale’s introduction
chorale interacts with the movement’s structure, I am providing an overview of the movement in
Table 10.1 with the caution that thematic/motivic zones are entirely porous and motives from
one zone often appear in another.
Introduction
113 mm.
Exposition
115 mm.
Development
291 mm.

False
Recapitulation/
Retransition
122 mm.
Recapitulation
131 mm.
Coda
50 mm.

Introduction
theme (I)
(1–15)
unclear→a
Part 1:
March theme
(M)
(114–139)
a (PAC)
Variant of I
(229–287)
unclear (d?)

Fragments
(16–48)
a→unclear

Development of
I and A
(458–478)
A→d
Variant of I
(520–574)
unclear→c

Hammerblow 2,
L variant
(479–503)
unclear (g?)
Variant of H
(575–611)
Bb (PAC)

M (with H)
(642–668)
a (PAC)

L (with H)
(668-703)
a

Variant of I
hammerblow 3
(773–789)
unclear→a

Funereal chorale
(I/A/L)
(790–815)
a

Leaping theme
(L)
(139–176)
a

Closing –
Gallop
(176–190)
unclear→D

Variant of A
(228–335)
D

Hammerblow 1,
L variant
(336–363)
unclear (g?)
I/A with march
rhythms
(504–519)
d
Retransition, all
themes
(612–641)
A
Closing –
Gallop
(704–727)
unclear→A
Re-me-do
motive
liquidation
(816–822)
a

Chorale (proto-L)
(49–66)
c→g (PAC)

Fragments
(68–97)
g→c (PAC)

Preparation
(98–113)
c→a

Part 2:
Horn call theme
(H)
(191–204)
D
Variant of H
(364–380)
A→F#

Abgesang (A)
(205–216)
G→D

Closing
(217–228)
D (no PAC)

Gallop
development
(381–396)
unclear

M development
(397–457)
c→C

Variant of A and I
(728–772)
A

Table 10.1 – Simplified formal overview of Finale

Like the Allegro’s chorale, the Finale’s is introduced in its starkest presentation. This
chorale, shown in Example 10.6, forms as great a contrast with the one in the exposition of the
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Allegro as can be imagined. That chorale was light in texture, defined by the upper woodwinds
and especially the flutes in timbre, with a bass provided only by middle-register string pizzicato.
This one, in C minor, begins with the muted, funereal sound of the bassoon and clarinet families
in their lowest registers. Although the next phrase introduces the horns and tuba, the chorale
continues to trudge along in the bass register, where it remains until the cadence, in the
dominant, G—major turning, as before, to minor.
This chorale shares the earlier one’s exclusively four-measure phrasing, its opening on
scale degree 5, its association with the winds and brass (albeit a different set of winds and brass),
its chromatic descending fourth (here mm. 54–6 and 63–6, both times E b to Bb, with the last
carrying through a voice transfer to the upper register), and its obsessive major-to-minor motion.
Like the earlier chorale, this one features a characteristic motive. I have shown this motive and
its several variants using brackets. Its intervals are malleable, and it can be inverted, but the basic
contour remains the same, a small motion in one direction (step or third) followed by two steps
in the opposite direction.
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Example 10. 6

Unlike the chorale in the Allegro, however, this chorale is independent from the outset. In
fact, it represents the first “closed” thematic statement in the movement. Accordingly, the
immediate consequence of this chorale is to impose an ordered progression on the fragments that
had thus far comprised the Finale’s introduction (see Chapter 8). Although the motives in
Example 10.7 remain unattached to their eventual thematic homes, we can now hear them as
sharing a common rhythmic motive, derived from the rhythm of the motto. Unaware of their
eventual separation, we perceive this as a statement of a single coherent melodic line.
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Example 10. 7

With the third of its thematic segments, the rhythm moves into the bass, and we recognize it as
the rhythm of the leaping motive from the Allegro’s coda. By associating this motive with the
chorale motives in the treble, Mahler seeds the Finale’s other theme, which I call the leaping
theme, derived from the chorale in the introduction. 153 To a degree far greater than in the
Allegro, this introductory chorale will determine the trajectory of the movement.
The leaping theme is a thematic complex derived from the chorale in the introduction,
appears in full in the exposition, following the perfect authentic cadence in A minor shown in
Example 8.13. Example 10.8 shows the full theme, in two 16-measure sentences (the second

153

Monahan, following Sonata Theory, labels it the TR theme, but it seems more appropriate to me to think of this
movement as having a three-theme structure, with the third being divided into the horn call theme and the Abgesang,
especially given that the so-called transitional theme is longer than either his P or S themes in the exposition and has
a regular rather than loosely knit melodic structure.
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one beginning at m. 160 with the return to A minor) with a three-measure transition from C
major to A minor in-between.
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Example 10. 8

Before it reaches a cadence, the theme cuts off at a Neapolitan sixth, leading to a codetta that
closes off the first part of the exposition, transitioning to the horn call theme’s D major.
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The leaping theme takes up the motives from the chorale in the introduction, and both of
its sentences (sixteen measures each, starting at mm. 141 and 160, with a four-measure basic idea
repeated and followed by two-measure liquidations) correspond to the phrases of the
introduction’s chorale very closely. 154 The derivation of the leaping theme on a phrase-by-phrase
level from the chorale through a process of distortion (such as altering the repeated note in the
beginning to a leaping octave, among many other alterations of intervals) can be seen in
Example 10.9. Some phrases are closer to the model than others, but each phrase has a close
correlate in at least one of the two sentences. Instead of the dirge-like mood of the introduction’s
chorale, however, this theme is a characterized by an active determination. Marked Pesante
(heavy), the music turns repeatedly to A major-minor (mm. 139, 144–5, 160, 163, and 168).
More than any other music in the entire work, more than even the chorale in the Allegro, this
music is suffused with the tonic major-to-minor progression. The only brief ray of sunlight in
this oppressive landscape is the turn to C major in mm. 153–7, a turn which is cast aside just as
quickly for the beginning of the second sentence (A major-minor re-established through a
dominant with flattened fifth, including a tonic-facing augmented sixth). 155 In the second half,
the bassline takes a more melodic, contrapuntal role, treating the motives of the chorale as well
as the march rhythm from the first theme.

154

In some places it is as if Mahler misread the key signature and clef of the chorale as a treble clef in A minor
rather than a bass clef in C minor. Compare mm. 49–56 with mm. 160–7.
155
These also occur at mm. 161–2 and m. 165.
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Example 10. 9
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By the end of the exposition, then, the chorale in the Finale’s introduction, through the
leaping theme, has already developed into an active participant in the symphonic discourse, a full
theme with its own unique motives. As in the Allegro, it has some affinity for an element from
the first theme (in this case the march rhythm in the bass), and its octave leaps suggest a
transsymphonic connection to the Allegro’s themes as well. In the development, the various
motives of the leaping theme will reveal new tendencies and connections, ultimately effecting
the tragic close of the symphony.
Before looking at the development, however, it will be helpful to recall the horn call
theme, Monahan’s S1, shown in Example 10.10. After a single measure of staccato triplets
(moving this texture from the horns and lower strings, where it was located in the leaping theme,
to the upper woodwinds), the horn call motive from the introduction starts the theme itself. In
contrast to the lumbering march and the heavy chorale that preceded it, this music is energetic
and airy. Its first phrase (an unusual two plus three measures) closes with the re–mi–do motive.
Motive y, which will soon dominate the texture, enters almost surreptitiously, as a
countermelody in the horn in m. 194. An answer in the woodwinds (mm. 197–200) sequences an
idea based on the “fate rhythm” as shown in Example 10.7, ending with the re–me–do motive in
F# minor.
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Example 10. 10

From here, motive y proliferates, appearing in both treble and bass in every measure, before the
Abgesang material begins and the horn call theme is swept aside. As the discussion in Chapter 9
showed, the Abgesang’s primary motives, x and y, are present in the movement’s introduction. 156
The horn call theme, by contrast, has several characteristic motives: not only motive y and the
re–mi/me–do motive but also the opening horn call and the sequenced idea based on the fate

156

See Examples 9.7 and 9.8.
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rhythm have distinct identities. I untangle this passage here because it will be necessary to keep
this material in mind for the subsequent development of the chorale.
At the end of the exposition, right before the deceptive resolution of the dominant of D
major to Bb6, the horns sound the chorale motive (mm. 220–2), then the trumpet and trombone
play the two themes’ motives based on the fate rhythm in counterpoint (mm. 224–7, see
Example 6.12).157 These three motives had been combined into a single melodic line in the last
part of the introduction, and now, their roles having been revealed, they are combined again at
the end of the exposition (with the march rhythm in the bass).
The leaping theme (rather than merely its distinctive leaping motive) makes its
appearance in the development at the hammerblows. At the first (mm. 336 ff.), both of its faterhythm motives are sounded in augmentation while the march rhythm in the strings, followed by
sixteenth-note runs, play at normal tempo. Example 10.11 shows the first part of this passage.
Here, the chorale is an implacable force surrounded by the strings’ turbulence, but as the strings
move into sixteenth-note runs (m. 344) it snaps back into tempo, caught up in the whirlwind.
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The one from the horn call theme is the inversion the second of Monahan’s “G1” family of motives. His “G2”
family, on the other hand, is derived from the chorale (and the Allegro). His assertion that these motives “derive
from no one theme in particular” is dubious, though the idea that the motto’s rhythm influences the entire Finale
through these motives is surely correct. See Monahan 239–40. This motive is associated with the other parts of the
horn call theme in the introduction, mm. 36–8. Like motives x and y, it ultimately derives from the introduction, but
becomes associated with the horn call theme, because this is the only truly thematic presentation it occurs in. G1.3,
on the other hand, appears in the P theme group, mm. 136–7. Given that the two themes’ other motives share many
rhythmic/melodic similarities, this one shouldn’t be an issue either. As we have seen in the Allegro, Mahler is not
afraid of mixing up parts of different themes within a single section, and from the introduction to the Finale this has
already been occurring.
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Example 10. 11

Its continuation hints at a heretofore undisclosed connection. As the melody continues, it merges
into the upper winds and first violins, which play a variant on motive x, revealing its shared
contour with the motive of the chorale bracketed earlier (in Example 10.6). This is shown in
Example 10.12.
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Example 10. 12

After the second hammerblow (mm. 479 ff.), the leaping theme returns in the same form,
but the accompaniment begins with rushing sixteenth-note figures, and they enter after a single
measure, rather than two. This passage (which is similar enough to the previous one that a
separate example is unnecessary) leads to the cadential buildup on the dominant of D minor
(mm. 504 ff.), wherein the chorale motive has been infused with the march rhythm (Example
10.13). Here what was motive x has been subsumed into a new amalgam.

Example 10. 13

As we have seen, the retransition over the dominant of A (mm. 612 ff.) incorporates elements of
all of the themes, including the chorale, and the recapitulation’s version of the first theme (mm.
642 ff.) is heightened by the inclusion of motive y (see Chapter 9).
It is in the recapitulation of the leaping theme, however, that the density and tension of
the music reach their peak. The entire theme is shown in Example 10.14. Because of the sheer
length of the example, I have added measure numbers every ten measures. As with the
recapitulation’s version of the first theme, motive y sounds in counterpoint above the original
thematic statement (here moved into the bass, with altered intervals). This time, however, it is
more than just motive y that returns. The trumpet plays a complete version of the horn call theme
with one difference: motive y has replaced the opening horn call (and by replacing its first two
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measures with one, Mahler fits the theme’s five measures into the four-square mold of the
leaping theme). Against both the leaping theme and the trumpet’s horn call theme, the strings
scurry in frantic sixteenth notes. These changes alter the previously dark and weighty leaping
theme’s character; now it bears witness to all of the motivic accumulation that has occurred in
the development, in relation to the hammerblow music in particular. The darkest irony of the use
of the horn call theme comes in the measures corresponding to the move to the Abgesang (mm.
205 ff.).
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Example 10. 14

Here, the entry of the luxuriant Abgesang with its Straussian textures corresponds to the chordal
passage (mm. 682 ff.) which had in the exposition led to a cadence in C major. In the
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recapitulation, this music goes directly into A major/minor instead for a perfect authentic
cadence in the tonic key. Luxuriating has been banished.
This cadence is answered with the motto rhythm in timpani and bass drum, and the threemeasure transition of the exposition is compressed into two measures, 686–7 (there being no
need to modulate). In mm. 696–99, the trumpets sound the horn call theme against the horns’
leaping theme motive, and the music returns to a Neapolitan as before (m. 704). The
accumulated tension of this passage is such that the music cannot simply proceed as before, and
the leaping theme’s fate motives continue over the sixteenth-note string runs (mm. 708 ff.)
before reaching the galloping rhythm passage (mm. 720 ff., now heightened by the Petrushka
sets from the development158). All of this tension finally breaks with the cascading canonic
imitations of motive y in the turn to A major (mm. 725 ff.; see Example 9.12).
We have discussed the passage that follows a few times before (see Chapters 4 and 9),
but here we can see how the chorale motive has come to define the music almost entirely. In the
Allegro, the chorale’s head motive gradually shifted its association from the first theme to the
second theme. In the Finale, the chorale, fully independent from the beginning, has absorbed all
of the themes. Even the enigmatic arcing theme from the introduction has been subsumed into
the contrapuntal weave (mm. 734–5; compare mm. 5–6). Falling octaves dominate this passage,
shown in Example 10.15, which, in conjunction with the transformations of the introduction
motives, clearly displays the connection between the introduction and the Allegro’s themes.

158

See Chapter 5.
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Example 10. 15

As we know, this A major cannot be sustained, and the final return of the introduction,
this time in the tonic, clenches the tonic key once and for all. It was at this point that the deleted
third hammerblow was located. What follows, in the manner of an epilogue, is one last chorale,
confined to the low brass and funereal in tone. Here, over a long tonic pedal in the timpani, all of
the transformations that the chorale motives had undergone in the development and
recapitulation have been incorporated into the chorale itself. It is defined by its falling octaves
from the introduction and the Abgesang and by the dotted rhythms from the march and the horn
call theme.
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Example 10. 16

This chorale, shown in Example 10.16, is the telos of the symphony, and its conclusion presents
one final cadential push to the A major-to-minor progression, by means of the tonic-facing
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augmented sixth. A liquidation to the re–me–do motive and a final outburst of an A minor triad
with the timpani pounding out the motto rhythm follow, but the conclusion, in tonal terms, was
already reached. A major-minor progression at this point would be utterly extraneous, as these
are only possible as part of a chain of harmonic motion.
This, then, is the fate of the two chorales in Mahler’s Sixth Symphony. In the Allegro, the
chorale stood outside the movement’s primary conflicts, mediating between them and allowing
for an exchange of motives. In the Finale, the chorale is bound up in the conflicts between first
and horn call theme/Abgesang from the outset and indeed, generates them. In both movements,
chorales play an increasingly prominent role as the music develops, but while in the Allegro the
boisterous secondary theme takes over and pushes the chorale aside, in the Finale, the chorale
absorbs not only the horn call theme/Abgesang but the first theme as well. Here, a process hinted
at in the Allegro comes to the fore and drives the music to its ultimate tragic conclusion.

Conclusion
With the last two chapters, we have seen how the earlier small-scale analytical points
relate to two overarching dynamics that direct the narrative of the symphony. In the Sixth, the
music continually moves from greater to lesser opulence, and chorales, beginning as independent
musical objects, gradually subsume more territory. Neither of these dynamics is present in any
other Mahler symphony. In this way, we can see that the Sixth does not merely reverse the
conclusion of a tragedy-to-triumph symphonic narrative such as those of the Second and the
Fifth, but rather plays out a completely separate kind of narrative with a nearly inverted polarity,
wherein major-key opulence always brings with it the inevitability of imminent collapse.
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In Mahler’s oeuvre, then, the Sixth stands as a unique work, not only in its dark, minormode conclusion, but in the tragic dynamic that necessitates this conclusion, implied from the
very beginning of the work. It should not surprise us that, having written a tragic symphony,
Mahler never ventured to write another. “Every repetition is in itself a lie. Like life, a work of art
must continuously develop….If it does not it becomes untruth and pretense.” 159 In these words,
Mahler encapsulated his philosophy as regards not only individual works, but his entire oeuvre.
To write another tragic symphony, another work that so thoroughly takes the collapse of the
opulent and the ascendency of the sober, stark chorale texture as its overriding constructive
principles, would be a mere repetition and thus dishonest. The music of the years that followed,
from the harmonically daring Seventh to the motivically focused Eighth, from the transcendent
conclusion of Das Lied von der Erde to the rarefied coda of the Ninth, explored numerous other
symphonic strategies, all of them as true as those employed in the tragic Sixth.
In my analysis, I have attempted to reveal these strategies, and in particular to elucidate
movement-crossing connections far beyond well-known symbols such as the motto theme and
the key of A minor. If I cannot hope, in a single thesis, to solve all of Mahler’s riddles, I can at
least make an effort to reveal answers to some of the larger issues in play. Analysis is often
mistaken for explanation, and we as analysts find ourselves convicted by the effects of
something like Mahler’s Sixth, which are so direct and powerful that we search in vain for an
equally straightforward explanation. Instead, we find at each layer that the music’s apparently
lucid surface is the result of yet more complexity, and that the solution to one riddle poses
another.

159

La Grange, Mahler, Vol. 2, 270.
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